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Abstract

This paper presents a version of simple type theory called Quqe
0 that

is based on Q0, the elegant formulation of Church’s type theory created
and extensively studied by Peter B. Andrews. Quqe

0 directly formalizes
the traditional approach to undefinedness in which undefined expressions
are treated as legitimate, nondenoting expressions that can be compo-
nents of meaningful statements. Quqe

0 is also equipped with a facility for
reasoning about the syntax of expressions based on quotation and evalu-
ation. Quotation is used to refer to a syntactic value that represents the
syntactic structure of an expression, and evaluation is used to refer to the
value of the expression that a syntactic value represents. With quotation
and evaluation it is possible to reason in Quqe

0 about the interplay of the
syntax and semantics of expressions and, as a result, to formalize in Quqe

0

syntax-based mathematical algorithms. The paper gives the syntax and
semantics of Quqe

0 as well as a proof system for Quqe
0 . The proof system is

shown to be sound for all formulas and complete for formulas that do not
contain evaluations. The paper also illustrates some applications of Quqe

0 .
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1 Introduction

A huge portion of mathematical reasoning is performed by algorithmically ma-
nipulating the syntactic structure of mathematical expressions. For example,
the derivative of a function is commonly obtained using an algorithm that re-
peatedly applies syntactic differentiation rules to an expression that represents
the function. The specification and analysis of a syntax-based mathematical
algorithm requires the ability to reason about the interplay of how the expres-
sions are manipulated and what the manipulations mean mathematically. This
is challenging to do in a traditional logic like first-order logic or simple type
theory because there is no mechanism for directly referring to the syntax of the
expressions in the logic.

The standard approach for reasoning in a logic about a language L of ex-
pressions is to introduce another language Lsyn to represent the syntax of L.
The expressions in Lsyn denote certain syntactic values (e.g., syntax trees) that
represent the syntactic structures of the expressions in L. We will thus call
Lsyn a syntax language. A syntax language like Lsyn is usually presented as
an inductive type. The members of L are mapped by a quotation function to
members of Lsyn, and members of Lsyn are mapped by an evaluation function
to members of L. The language Lsyn provides the means to indirectly reason
about the members of L as syntactic objects, and the quotation and evalua-
tion functions link this reasoning directly to L itself. In computer science this
approach is called a deep embedding [8]. The components of the standard ap-
proach — a syntax language, quotation function, and evaluation function —
form an instance of a syntax framework [28], a mathematical structure that
models systems for reasoning about the syntax of a interpreted language.

We will say that an implementation of the standard approach is global when
L is the entire language of the logic and is local otherwise. For example, the use
of Gödel numbers to represent the syntactic structure of expressions is usually
a global approach since every expression is assigned a Gödel number. We will
also say that an implementation of the standard approach is internal when the
quotation and evaluation functions are expressed as operators in the logic and is
external when they are expressed only in the metalogic. Let the replete approach
be the standard approach restricted to implementations that are both global and
internal. The components of an implementation of the replete approach form
an instance of a replete syntax framework [28].

It is a straightforward task to implement the local approach in a traditional
logic, but two significant shortcomings cannot be easily avoided. First, the
implementation must be external since the quotation function, and often the
evaluation function as well, can only be expressed in the metalogic, not in the
logic itself. Second, the constructed syntax framework works only for L; an-
other language (e.g., a larger language that includes L) requires a new syntax
framework. For instance, each time a defined constant is added to L, the syn-
tax language, quotation function, and evaluation function must all be extended.
See [25] for a more detailed presentation of the local approach.

Implementing the replete approach is much more ambitious: quotation and
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evaluation operators are added to the logic and then a syntax framework is built
for the entire language of the logic. We will write the quotation and evaluation
operators applied to an expression e as peq and JeK, respectively. The replete
approach provides the means to directly reason about the syntax of the entire
language of the logic in the logic itself. Moreover, the syntax framework does not
have to be extended whenever the language of the logic is extended, and it can
be used to express syntactic side conditions, schemas, substitution operations,
and other such things directly in the logic. In short, the replete approach enables
syntax-based reasoning to be moved from the metalogic to the logic itself.

At first glance, the replete approach appears to solve the whole problem of
how to reason about the interplay of syntax and semantics. However, the replete
approach comes with an entourage of challenging problems that stand in the
way of an effective implementation. Of these, we are most concerned with the
following two:

1. Evaluation Problem. Since a replete syntax framework works for the entire
language of the logic, the evaluation operator is applicable to formulas and
thus is effectively a truth predicate. Hence, by the proof of Alfred Tarski’s
theorem on the undefinability of truth [62, 63, 64], if the evaluation oper-
ator is total in the context of a sufficiently strong theory like first-order
Peano arithmetic, then it is possible to express the liar paradox using the
quotation and evaluation operators. Therefore, the evaluation operator
must be partial and the law of disquotation cannot hold universally (i.e.,
for some expressions e, JpeqK 6= e). As a result, reasoning with evaluation
is cumbersome and leads to undefined expressions.

2. Variable Problem. The variable x is not free in the expression px + 3q
(or in any quotation). However, x is free in Jpx + 3qK because Jpx +
3qK = x + 3. If the value of a constant c is px + 3q, then x is free
in JcK because JcK = Jpx + 3qK = x + 3. Hence, in the presence of an
evaluation operator, whether or not a variable is free in an expression may
depend on the values of the expression’s components. As a consequence,
the substitution of an expression for the free occurrences of a variable in
another expression depends on the semantics (as well as the syntax) of the
expressions involved and must be integrated into the proof system of the
logic. Hence a logic with quotation and evaluation requires a semantics-
dependent form of substitution. This is a major departure from traditional
logic.

See [25] for a more detailed presentation of the replete approach including dis-
cussion of some other problems that come with it.1

There are several implementations of the replete approach in programming
languages. The most well-known example is the Lisp programming language
with its quote and eval operators. Other examples are Agda [49, 50], Ar-
chon [60], F# [65], MetaML [61], MetaOCaml [58], reFLect [35], and Template
Haskell [59].

1The replete approach is called the global approach in [25].
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Implementations of the replete approach are much rarer in logics. One ex-
ample is a logic called Chiron [21, 22] which is a derivative of von-Neumann-
Bernays-Gödel (nbg) set theory. It admits undefined expressions, has a rich
type system, and contains the machinery of a replete syntax framework. As far
as we know, there is no implementation of the replete approach in simple type
theory. See [30, 45] for research moving in this direction. Such an implementa-
tion would require significant changes to the logic:

1. A syntax language that represents the set of expressions of the logic must
be defined in the logic.

2. The syntax and semantics of the logic must be modified to admit quotation
and evaluation operators.

3. The proof system of the logic must be extended to include the means to
reason about quotation, evaluation, and substitution.

Moreover, these changes must provide solutions to the Evaluation and Variable
Problems.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how the replete approach can
be implemented in Church’s type theory [12], a version of simple type theory
with lambda-notation introduced by Alonzo Church in 1940. We start with
Q0, an especially elegant version of Church’s type theory formulated by Peter
B. Andrews and meticulously described and analyzed in [2]. Since evaluation
unavoidably leads to undefined expressions, we modify Q0 so that it formalizes
the traditional approach to undefinedness [19]. This version of Q0 with unde-
fined expressions called Qu

0 is presented in [23]. (Qu
0 is a simplified version of

lutins [16, 17, 18], the logic of the the imps theorem proving system [26, 27].)
And, finally, we modify Qu

0 so that it implements the replete approach. This
version of Q0 with undefined expressions, quotation, and evaluation called Quqe

0

is presented in this paper.
Quqe

0 consists of three principal components: a syntax, a semantics, and a
proof system. The syntax and semantics of Quqe

0 are relatively straightforward
extensions of the syntax and semantics ofQu

0 . However, the proof system ofQuqe
0

is significantly more complicated than the proof system of Qu
0 . This is because

the Variable Problem discussed above necessitates that the proof system employ
a semantics-dependent substitution mechanism. The proof system of Quqe

0 can
be used to effectively reason about quotations and evaluations, but unlike the
proof systems of Q0 and Qu

0 it is not complete. However, we do show that it is
complete for formulas that do not contain evaluations.

The paper is organized as follows. The syntax of Quqe
0 is defined in section 2.

A Henkin-style general models semantics for Quqe
0 is presented in section 3. Sec-

tion 4 introduces several important defined logical constants and abbreviations.
Section 5 shows that Quqe

0 embodies the structure of a replete syntax framework.
Section 6 finishes the specification of the logical constants of Quqe

0 and defines
the notion of a normal general model for Quqe

0 . The substitution mechanism
for Quqe

0 is presented in section 7. Section 8 defines Puqe, the proof system of
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Quqe
0 . Puqe is proved in section 9 to be sound with respect to the semantics of
Quqe

0 . Several metatheorems of Puqe are proved in section 10. Puqe is proved in
section 11 to be complete with respect to the semantics of Quqe

0 for evaluation-
free formulas. Some applications of Quqe

0 are illustrated in section 12. And the
paper ends with some final remarks in section 13 including a brief discussion on
related and future work.

The great majority of the definitions for Quqe
0 are derived from those for

Q0 given in [2]. In fact, many Quqe
0 definitions are exactly the same as the

Q0 definitions. Of these, we repeat only the most important and least obvious
definitions for Q0; for the others the reader is referred to [2].

2 Syntax

The syntax of Quqe
0 includes the syntax of Qu

0 plus machinery for reasoning
about the syntax of expressions (i.e., wffs in Andrews’ terminology) based on
quotation and evaluation.

2.1 Symbols

A type symbol of Quqe
0 is defined inductively as follows:

1. ı is a type symbol.

2. o is a type symbol.

3. ε is a type symbol.

4. If α and β are type symbols, then (αβ) is a type symbol.

5. If α and β are type symbols, then 〈αβ〉 is a type symbol.

Let T denote the set of type symbols. α, β, γ, . . . are syntactic variables ranging
over type symbols. When there is no loss of meaning, matching pairs of paren-
theses in type symbols may be omitted. We assume that type combination of
the form (αβ) associates to the left so that a type of the form ((αβ)γ) may be
written as αβγ.

The primitive symbols of Quqe
0 are the following:

1. Improper symbols: [, ], λ, c, q, e.

2. A denumerable set of variables of type α for each α ∈ T : fα, gα, hα, xα,
yα, zα, f1α, g1α, h1α, x1α, y1α, z1α, . . . .

3. Logical constants: see Table 1.

4. An unspecified set of nonlogical constants of various types.

The types of variables and constants are indicated by their subscripts.
fα,gα,hα,xα,yα, zα, . . . are syntactic variables ranging over variables of type α.
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Q((oα)α) for all α ∈ T
ι(α(oα)) for all α ∈ T with α 6= o
pair((〈αβ〉β)α) for all α, β ∈ T
var(oε)
con(oε)

app((εε)ε)

abs((εε)ε)
cond(((εε)ε)ε)

quot(εε)
eval((εε)ε)
eval-free(oε)
not-free-in((oε)ε)

cleanse(εε)
sub(((εε)ε)ε)

wffα(oε) for all α ∈ T

Table 1: Logical Constants

Note 1 (Iota Constants) Only ιı(oı) is a primitive logical constant in Q0;
each other ια(oα) is a nonprimitive logical constant in Q0 defined according to
an inductive scheme presented by Church in [12] (see [2, pp. 233–4]). We will
see in the next section that the iota constants have a different semantics in Quqe

0

than in Q0. As a result, it is not possible to define the iota constants in Quqe
0 as

they are defined in Q0, and thus they must be primitive in Quqe
0 . Notice that

ιo(oo) is not a primitive logical constant of Quqe
0 . It has been left out because it

serves no useful purpose. It can be defined as a nonprimitive logical constant
as in [2, p. 233] if desired.

2.2 Wffs

Following Andrews, we will call the expressions of Quqe
0 well-formed formulas

(wffs). We are now ready to define a wff of type α (wffα) ofQuqe
0 . Aα,Bα,Cα, . . .

are syntactic variables ranging over wffs of type α. A wffα is defined inductively
as follows:

1. A variable of type α is a wffα.

2. A primitive constant of type α is a wffα.

3. [AαβBβ ] is a wffα.

4. [λxβAα] is a wffαβ .

5. [cAoBαCα] is a wffα.

6. [qAα] is a wffε.
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7. [eAεxα] is a wffα.

A wff of the form [AαβBβ ], [λxβAα], [cAoBαCα], [qAα], or [eAεxα] is called
a function application, a function abstraction, a conditional, a quotation, or an
evaluation, respectively. A formula is a wffo. Aα is evaluation-free if each
occurrence of an evaluation in Aα is within a quotation. When there is no
loss of meaning, matching pairs of square brackets in wffs may be omitted. We
assume that wff combination of the form [AαβBβ ] associates to the left so that
a wff [[CγβαAα]Bβ ] may be written as CγβαAαBβ .

The size of Aα is the number of variables and primitive constants occurring
in Aα. The complexity of Aα is the ordered pair (m,n) of natural numbers such
that m is the number of evaluations occurring in Aα that are not within a quo-
tation and n is the size of Aα. Complexity pairs are ordered lexicographically.
The complexity of an evaluation-free wff is a pair (0, n) where n is the size of
the wff.

Note 2 (Type ε) The type ε denotes an inductively defined set Dε of values
called constructions that represent the syntactic structures of wffs. The con-
stants appεεε, absεεε, condεεεε, quotεε, and evalεεε are used to build wffs that
denote constructions representing function applications, function abstractions,
conditionals, quotations, and evaluations, respectively. An alternate approach
would be to have a type εα of constructions that represent the syntactic struc-
tures of wffsα for each α ∈ T .

Note 3 (Type (αβ)) A type (αβ) denotes a set of partial and total functions
from values of α to values of type β. β → α is an alternate notation for (αβ).

Note 4 (Type 〈αβ〉) A type 〈αβ〉 denotes the set of ordered pairs 〈a, b〉 where
a is a value of type α and b is a value of type β. α×β is an alternate notation for
〈αβ〉. The constant pair〈αβ〉βα is used to construct ordered pairs of type 〈αβ〉.

Note 5 (Conditionals) We will see that [cAoBαCα] is a conditional that
is not strict with respect to undefinedness. For instance, if Ao is true, then
[cAoBαCα] denotes the value of Bα even when Cα is undefined. We construct
conditionals using a primitive wff constructor instead of using a primitive or
defined constant since constants always denote functions that are effectively
strict with respect to undefinedness.

Note 6 (Evaluation Syntax) The sole purpose of the variable xα in an eval-
uation [eAεxα] is to designate the type of the evaluation. We will see in the
next section that this evaluation is defined (true if α = o) only if Aε denotes
a construction representing a wffα. Hence, if Aε does denote a construction
representing a wffα, [eAεxβ ] is undefined (false if α = o) for all β ∈ T with
β 6= α.
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Kind Syntax Syntactic Representation
Variable xα [qxα]
Primitive constant cα [qcα]
Function application [AαβBβ ] [appεεε E(Aαβ) E(Bβ)]
Function abstraction [λxβAα] [absεεε E(xβ) E(Aα)]
Conditional [cAoBαCα] [condεεεε E(Ao) E(Bα) E(Cα)]
Quotation [qAα] [quotεε E(Aα)]
Evaluation [eAεxα] [evalεεε E(Aε) E(xα)]

Table 2: Seven Kinds of Wffs

3 Semantics

The semantics of Quqe
0 is obtained by making three principal changes to the

semantics of Qu
0 : (1) The semantics of the type ε is defined to be a domain Dε

of values such that, for each wff Aα of Quqe
0 , there is a unique member of Dε

that represents the syntactic structure of Aα. (2) The semantics of the type
constructor 〈αβ〉 is defined to be a domain of ordered pairs. (3) The valuation
function for wffs is extended to include conditionals, quotations, and evaluations
in its domain.

3.1 Frames

Let E be the function from the set of wffs to the set of wffsε defined inductively
as follows:

1. E(xα) = [qxα].

2. E(cα) = [qcα] where cα is a primitive constant.

3. E([AαβBβ ]) = [appεεε E(Aαβ) E(Bβ)].

4. E([λxβAα]) = [absεεε E(xβ) E(Aα)].

5. E([cAoBαCα]) = [condεεεε E(Ao) E(Bα) E(Cα)].

6. E([qAα]) = [quotεε E(Aα)].

7. E([eAεxα]) = [evalεεε E(Aε) E(xα)].

E is obviously an injective, total function whose range is a proper subset of the
set of wffsε. The wffε E(Aα) represents the syntactic structure of the wff Aα.
The seven kinds of wffs and their syntactic representations are given in Table 2.

A frame of Quqe
0 is a collection {Dα | α ∈ T } of nonempty domains such

that:

1. Do = {T,F}.
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2. {E(Aα) | Aα is a wff} ⊆ Dε.

3. For α, β ∈ T , D(αβ) is some set of total functions from Dβ to Dα if α = o
and is some set of partial and total functions from Dβ to Dα if α 6= o.

4. For α, β ∈ T , D〈αβ〉 is the set of all ordered pairs 〈a, b〉 such that a ∈ Dα
and b ∈ Dβ .

Dı is the domain of individuals, Do is the domain of truth values, Dε is the
domain of constructions, and, for α, β ∈ T , D(αβ) is a function domain and
D〈αβ〉 is a ordered pair domain. For all α ∈ T , the identity relation on Dα is the
total function q ∈ Doαα such that, for all x, y ∈ Dα, q(x)(y) = T iff x = y. For
all α ∈ T with α 6= o, the unique member selector on Dα is the partial function
f ∈ Dα(oα) such that, for all s ∈ Doα, if the predicate s represents a singleton
{x} ⊆ Dα, then f(s) = x, and otherwise f(s) is undefined. For all α, β ∈ T ,
the pairing function on Dα and Dβ is the total function f ∈ D〈αβ〉βα such that,
for all a ∈ Dα and b ∈ Dβ , f(a)(b) = 〈a, b〉, the ordered pair of a and b.

Note 7 (Function Domains) In a Q0 frame a function domain Dαβ contains
only total functions, while in a Quqe

0 (and Qu
0) frame a function domain Doβ

contains only total functions but a function domain Dαβ with α 6= o contains
partial functions as well as total functions.

3.2 Interpretations

An interpretation 〈{Dα | α ∈ T },J 〉 of Quqe
0 consists of a frame and an inter-

pretation function J that maps each primitive constant of Quqe
0 of type α to an

element of Dα such that:

1. J (Qoαα) is the identity relation on Dα for all α ∈ T .

2. J (ια(oα)) is the unique member selector on Dα for all α ∈ T with α 6= o.

3. J (pair〈αβ〉βα) is the pairing function on Dα and Dβ for all α, β ∈ T .

The other 12 logical constants involving the type ε will be specified later via
axioms in section 6.1.

Note 8 (Definite Description Operators) The ια(oα) in Q0 are description
operators: if Aoα denotes a singleton, then the value of ια(oα)Aoα is the unique
member of the singleton, and otherwise the value of ια(oα)Aoα is unspecified. In
contrast, the ια(oα) in Quqe

0 (and Qu
0) are definite description operators: if Aoα

denotes a singleton, then the value of ια(oα)Aoα is the unique member of the
singleton, and otherwise the value of ια(oα)Aoα is undefined.

An assignment into a frame {Dα | α ∈ T } is a function ϕ whose domain is
the set of variables of Quqe

0 such that, for each variable xα, ϕ(xα) ∈ Dα. Given
an assignment ϕ, a variable xα, and d ∈ Dα, let ϕ[xα 7→ d] be the assignment
ψ such that ψ(xα) = d and ψ(yβ) = ϕ(yβ) for all variables yβ 6= xα. Given
an interpretation M = 〈{Dα | α ∈ T },J 〉, assign(M) is the set of assignments
into the frame of M.
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3.3 General and Evaluation-Free Models

An interpretationM = 〈{Dα | α ∈ T },J 〉 is a general model for Quqe
0 if there is

a binary valuation function VM such that, for each assignment ϕ ∈ assign(M)
and wff Dδ, either VMϕ (Dδ) ∈ Dδ or VMϕ (Dδ) is undefined and the following
conditions are satisfied for all assignments ϕ ∈ assign(M) and all wffs Dδ:

1. Let Dδ be a variable of Quqe
0 . Then VMϕ (Dδ) = ϕ(Dδ).

2. Let Dδ be a primitive constant of Quqe
0 . Then VMϕ (Dδ) = J (Dδ).

3. Let Dδ be [AαβBβ ]. If VMϕ (Aαβ) is defined, VMϕ (Bβ) is defined, and the

function VMϕ (Aαβ) is defined at the argument VMϕ (Bβ), then

VMϕ (Dδ) = VMϕ (Aαβ)(VMϕ (Bβ)),

the value of the function VMϕ (Aαβ) at the argument VMϕ (Bβ). Otherwise,

VMϕ (Dδ) = F if α = o and VMϕ (Dδ) is undefined if α 6= o.

4. Let Dδ be [λxβBα]. Then VMϕ (Dδ) is the (partial or total) function

f ∈ Dαβ such that, for each d ∈ Dβ , f(d) = VMϕ[xα 7→d](Bα) if VMϕ[xα 7→d](Bα)

is defined and f(d) is undefined if VMϕ[xα 7→d](Bα) is undefined.

5. Let Dδ be [cAoBαCα]. If VMϕ (Ao) = T and VMϕ (Bα) is defined, then

VMϕ (Dδ) = VMϕ (Bα). If VMϕ (Ao) = T and VMϕ (Bα) is undefined, then

VMϕ (Dδ) is undefined. If VMϕ (Ao) = F and VMϕ (Cα) is defined, then

VMϕ (Dδ) = VMϕ (Cα). If VMϕ (Ao) = F and VMϕ (Cα) is undefined, then

VMϕ (Dδ) is undefined.

6. Let Dδ be [qAα]. Then VMϕ (Dδ) = E(Aα).

7. Let Dδ be [eAεxα]. If VMϕ (Aε) is defined, E−1(VMϕ (Aε)) is an evaluation-

free wffα, and VMϕ (E−1(VMϕ (Aε))) is defined, then

VMϕ (Dδ) = VMϕ (E−1(VMϕ (Aε))).

Otherwise, VMϕ (Dδ) = F if α = o and VMϕ (Dδ) is undefined if α 6= o.

Proposition 3.3.1 General models for Quqe
0 exist.

Proof It is easy to construct an interpretationM = 〈{Dα | α ∈ T },J 〉 that is
a general model for Quqe

0 for which Dαβ is the set of all total functions from Dβ
to Dα if α = o and is the set of all partial and total functions from Dβ to Dα if
α 6= o for all α, β ∈ T . 2

An interpretation M = 〈{Dα | α ∈ T },J 〉 is an evaluation-free model for
Quqe

0 if there is a binary valuation function VM such that, for each assignment
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ϕ ∈ assign(M) and evaluation-free wff Dδ, either VMϕ (Dδ) ∈ Dδ or VMϕ (Dδ)
is undefined and conditions 1–6 above are satisfied for all assignments ϕ ∈
assign(M) and all evaluation-free wffs Dδ. A general model is also an evaluation-
free model.

Note 9 (Valuation Function) In Q0, if M is a general model, then VM is
total and the value of VM on a function abstraction is always a total function.
In Quqe

0 , ifM is a general model, then VM is partial and the value of VM on a
function abstraction can be either a partial or a total function.

Proposition 3.3.2 Let M be a general model for Quqe
0 . Then VM is defined

on all variables, primitive constants, function applications of type o, function
abstractions, conditionals of type o, quotations, and evaluations of type o and is
defined on only a proper subset of function applications of type α 6= o, a proper
subset of conditionals of type α 6= o, and a proper subset of evaluations of type
α 6= o.

Note 10 (Traditional Approach) Quqe
0 satisfies the three principles of the

traditional approach to undefinedness stated in [19]. Like other traditional
logics, Q0 only satisfies the first principle.

Note 11 (Theories of Quotation) The semantics of the quotation operator
q is based on the disquotational theory of quotation [9]. According to this
theory, a quotation of an expression e is an expression that denotes e itself.
In our definition of a syntax framework, [qAα] denotes a value that represents
Aα as a syntactic entity. Andrew Polonsky presents in [54] a set of axioms for
quotation operators of this kind. There are several other theories of quotation
that have been proposed [9].

Note 12 (Theories of Truth) [eAεxo] asserts the truth of the formula repre-
sented by Aε. Thus the evaluation operator e is a truth predicate [32]. A truth
predicate is the face of a theory of truth: the properties of a truth predicate
characterize a theory of truth [43]. What truth is and how it can be formalized
is a fundamental research area of logic, and avoiding inconsistencies derived
from the liar paradox and similar statements is one of the major research issues
in the area (see [37]).

Note 13 (Evaluation Semantics) An evaluation of type α is undefined (false
if α = o) whenever its (first) argument represents a non-evaluation-free wffα.
This idea avoids the Evaluation Problem discussed in section 1. The origin of
this idea is found in Tarski’s famous paper on the concept of truth [62, 63, 64,
Theorem III]. See [36] for a different approach for overcoming the Evaluation
Problem in which the argument of an evaluation is restricted to wffs that only
contain positive occurrences of evaluations.

VMϕ (Aα) ' VMϕ (Bα) means either VMϕ (Aα) and VMϕ (Bα) are both defined

and equal or VMϕ (Aα) and VMϕ (Bα) are both undefined. Given a set X of
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variables, Aα is independent of X in M if VMϕ (Aα) ' VMϕ′ (Aα) for all ϕ,ϕ′ ∈
assign(M) such that ϕ(xα) = ϕ′(xα) whenever xα 6∈ X. Aα is semantically
closed if Aα is independent of X in every general model for Quqe

0 where X is
the set of all variables. A sentence is a semantically closed formula. Aα is
invariable if VMϕ (Aα) is the same value or undefined for every general model
M for Quqe

0 and every ϕ ∈ assign(M). If Aα is invariable, Aα is said to denote
the value VMϕ (Aα) when VMϕ (Aα) is defined and to be undefined otherwise.

Proposition 3.3.3 A wff that contains variables only within a quotation or the
second argument of an evaluation is semantically closed.

Proposition 3.3.4 Quotations and tautologous formulas are invariable.

Let H be a set of wffso and M be a general model for Quqe
0 . Ao is valid in

M, writtenM |= Ao, if VMϕ (Ao) = T for all assignments ϕ ∈ assign(M). M is
a general model for H, written M |= H, if M |= Bo for all Bo ∈ H. We write
H |= Ao to mean M |= Ao for every general model M for H. We write |= Ao

to mean ∅ |= Ao.
Now let Ao be evaluation-free, H be a set of evaluation-free wffso, and M

be an evaluation-free model for Quqe
0 . Ao is valid in M, written M |= Ao, if

VMϕ (Ao) = T for all assignments ϕ ∈ assign(M). M is an evaluation-free model

for H, written M |= H, if M |= Bo for all Bo ∈ H. We write H |=ef Ao to
mean M |= Ao for every evaluation-free model M for H. We write |=ef Ao to
mean ∅ |=ef Ao.

Note 14 (Semantically Closed) Andrews shows in [2] that Q0 is undecid-
able. Hence it is undecidable whether a formula of Q0 is valid in all general
models for Q0. By similar reasoning, it is undecidable whether a formula of
Quqe

0 is valid in all general models for Quqe
0 . This implies that it is undecidable

whether a conditional of the form cAocαxα, where cα is a primitive constant,
is semantically closed. (Primitive constants are semantically closed by Proposi-
tion 3.3.3.) Therefore, more generally, it is undecidable whether a given wff is
semantically closed. See also Note 18 in section 7.

3.4 Standard Models

An interpretation M = 〈{Dα | α ∈ T },J 〉 is a standard model for Quqe
0 if Dαβ

is the set of all total functions from Dβ to Dα if α = o and is the set of all
partial and total functions from Dβ to Dα if α 6= o for all α, β ∈ T .

Lemma 3.4.1 A standard model for Quqe
0 is also a general model for Quqe

0 .

Proof Let M be a standard model for Quqe
0 . It is easy to show that VMϕ (Dδ)

is well defined by induction on the complexity of Dδ. 2

By the proof of Proposition 3.3.1, standard models for Quqe
0 exist. A general

model for Quqe
0 is a nonstandard model for Quqe

0 if it is not a standard model.
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4 Definitions and Abbreviations

As Andrews does in [2, p. 212], we introduce in Table 3 several defined logical
constants and abbreviations. The former includes constants for true and false,
the propositional connectives, a canonical undefined wff, the projection func-
tions for pairs, and some predicates for values of type ε. The latter includes
notation for equality, the propositional connectives, universal and existential
quantification, defined and undefined wffs, quasi-equality, definite description,
conditionals, quotation, and evaluation.

[∃1xαAo] asserts that there is a unique xα that satisfies Ao.
[IxαAo] is called a definite description. It denotes the unique xα that satisfies

Ao. If there is no or more than one such xα, it is undefined. Following Bertrand
Russell and Church, Andrews denotes this definite description operator as an
inverted lower case iota ( ι). We represent this operator by an (inverted) capital
iota (I).

[Aα ↓] says that Aα is defined, and similarly, [Aα ↑] says that Aα is unde-
fined. [Aα ' Bα] says that Aα and Bα are quasi-equal, i.e., that Aα and Bα

are either both defined and equal or both undefined. The defined constant ⊥α
is a canonical undefined wff of type α.

Note 15 (Definedness Notation) In Q0, [Aα ↓] is always true, [Aα ↑] is al-
ways false, [Aα ' Bα] is always equal to [Aα = Bα], and ⊥α denotes an
unspecified value.

5 Syntax Frameworks

In this section we will show that Quqe
0 with a fixed general model and assignment

is an instance of a replete syntax framework [28]. We assume that the reader is
familiar with the definitions in [28].

Fix a general model M = 〈{Dα | α ∈ T },J 〉 for Quqe
0 and an assignment

ϕ ∈ assign(M). Let L to be the set of wffs, Lα to be the set of wffsα, and
D =

⋃
αDα. Choose some value ⊥ 6∈ D. Define WMϕ : L → D ∪ {⊥} to be

function such that, for all wffs Dδ, WMϕ (Dδ) = VMϕ (Dδ) if VMϕ (Dδ) is defined

and WMϕ (Dδ) = ⊥ otherwise. It is then easy to prove the following three
propositions:

Proposition 5.0.2 I = (L,D ∪ {⊥},WMϕ ) is an interpreted language.

Proposition 5.0.3 R = (Dε ∪ {⊥}, E) is a syntax representation of L.

Proposition 5.0.4 (Lε, I) is a syntax language for R.

We will now define quotation and evaluation functions. Let Q : L → Lε
be the injective, total function that maps each wff Dδ to its quotation pDδq.
Let E : Lε → L be the partial function that maps each wffε Aε to JAεKα if
VMϕ (JAεKα) is defined for some α ∈ T and is undefined otherwise. E is well

defined since E−1(VMϕ (Aε)) is a wff of a most one type.
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[Aα = Bα] stands for [QoααAαBα].
[Ao ≡ Bo] stands for [QoooAoBo].
To stands for [Qooo = Qooo].
Fo stands for [λxoTo] = [λxoxo].
[∀xαAo] stands for [λyαTo] = [λxαAo].
∧ooo stands for [λxoλyo[[λgooo[goooToTo]] = [λgooo[goooxoyo]]]].
[Ao ∧Bo] stands for [∧oooAoBo].
⊃ooo stands for [λxoλyo[xo = [xo ∧ yo]]].
[Ao ⊃ Bo] stands for [⊃oooAoBo].
∼oo stands for [QoooFo].
[∼Ao] stands for [∼ooAo].
∨ooo stands for [λxoλyo[∼[[∼xo] ∧ [∼yo]]]].
[Ao ∨Bo] stands for [∨oooAoBo].
[∃xαAo] stands for [∼[∀xα∼Ao]].
[∃1xαAo] stands for [∃xα[[λxαAo] = Qoααxα]].
[Aα 6= Bα] stands for [∼[Aα = Bα]].
[Aα ↓] stands for [Aα = Aα].
[Aα ↑] stands for [∼[Aα ↓]].
[Aα ' Bα] stands for [Aα ↓ ∨Bα ↓] ⊃ [Aα = Bα].
[IxαAo] stands for [ια(oα)[λxαAo]] where α 6= o.
⊥o stands for Fo.
⊥α stands for [Ixα[xα 6= xα]] where α 6= o.
[if Ao Bα Cα] stands for [cAoBαCα].
pAαq stands for [qAα].
JAεKα stands for [eAεxα].
fst(α〈αβ〉) stands for λz〈αβ〉Ixα∃yβ [z〈αβ〉 = pair〈αβ〉βα xα yβ ].

snd(β〈αβ〉) stands for λz〈αβ〉Iyβ∃xα[z〈αβ〉 = pair〈αβ〉βα xα yβ ].

varα(oε) stands for λxε[var(oε) xε ∧ wffα(oε) xε].

conα(oε) stands for λxε[con(oε) xε ∧ wffα(oε) xε].

eval-freeα(oε) stands for λxε[eval-freeoε xε ∧ wffαoε xε].

syn-closed(oε) stands for λxε∀yε[varoε yε ⊃ not-free-inoεε yε xε].

Table 3: Definitions and Abbreviations
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Theorem 5.0.5 (Replete Syntax Framework) F = (Dε∪{⊥}, E ,Lε, Q,E)
is a replete syntax framework for (L, I).

Proof F is a syntax framework since it satisfies the following conditions:

1. R is a syntax representation of L by Proposition 5.0.3.

2. (Lε, I) is a syntax language for R by Proposition 5.0.4.

3. For all pDδq ∈ L,

WMϕ (Q(Dδ)) =WMϕ (pDδq)) = VMϕ (pDδq)) = E(Dδ),

i.e., the Quotation Axiom holds.

4. For all pAεq ∈ Lε,

WMϕ (E(Aε))

=WMϕ (JAεKα)

= VMϕ (JAεKα)

= VMϕ (E−1(VMϕ (Aε)))

=WMϕ (E−1(WMϕ (Aε)))

if E(Aε) is defined, i.e., the Evaluation Axiom holds.

Finally, F is replete since L is both the object and full language of F and F has
build-in quotation and evaluation. 2

6 Normal Models

6.1 Specifications

In a general or evaluation-free model, the first three logical constants are spec-
ified as part of the definition of an interpretation, but the remaining 12 logical
constants, which involve the type ε, are not specified. In this section, each
of these latter logical constants is specified below via a set of formulas called
specifying axioms. Formula schemas are used to present the specifying axioms.

Specification 1 (Quotation)

pAαq = E(Aα).

Specification 2 (varoε)

1. varoε pxαq.

2. ∼[varoε pAαq] where Aα is not a variable.
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Specification 3 (conoε)

1. conoε pcαq where cα is a primitive constant.

2. ∼[conoε pAαq] where Aα is not a primitive constant.

Specification 4 (ε)

1. ∼[varoε Aε ∧ conoε Aε].

2. ∼[varoε Aε ∧Aε = appεεε Dε Eε].

3. ∼[varoε Aε ∧Aε = absεεε Dε Eε].

4. ∼[varoε Aε ∧Aε = condεεεε Dε Eε Fε].

5. ∼[varoε Aε ∧Aε = quotεε Dε].

6. ∼[varoε Aε ∧Aε = evalεεε Dε Eε].

7. ∼[conoε Aε ∧Aε = appεεε Dε Eε].

8. ∼[conoε Aε ∧Aε = absεεε Dε Eε].

9. ∼[conoε Aε ∧Aε = condεεεε Dε Eε Fε].

10. ∼[conoε Aε ∧Aε = quotεε Dε].

11. ∼[conoε Aε ∧Aε = evalεεε Dε Eε].

12. appεεε Aε Bε 6= absεεε Dε Eε.

13. appεεε Aε Bε 6= condεεε Dε Eε Fε.

14. appεεε Aε Bε 6= quotεε Dε.

15. appεεε Aε Bε 6= evalεεε Dε Eε.

16. absεεε Aε Bε 6= condεεεε Dε Eε Fε.

17. absεεε Aε Bε 6= quotεε Dε.

18. absεεε Aε Bε 6= evalεεε Dε Eε.

19. condεεεε Aε Bε Cε 6= quotε Dε.

20. condεεεε Aε Bε Cε 6= evalεε Dε Eε.

21. quotεε Aε 6= evalεεε Dε Eε.

22. pxαq 6= pyβq where xα 6= yα.

23. pcαq 6= pdβq where cα and dα are different primitive constants.
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24. appεεε Aε Bε = appεεε Dε Eε ⊃ [Aε = Dε ∧Bε = Eε].

25. absεεε Aε Bε = absεεε Dε Eε ⊃ [Aε = Dε ∧Bε = Eε].

26. condεεε Aε Bε Cε = condεεε Dε Eε Fε ⊃
[Aε = Dε ∧Bε = Eε ∧Cε = Fε].

27. quotεε Aε = quotεε Dε ⊃ Aε = Dε.

28. evalεεε Aε Bε = evalεεε Dε Eε ⊃ [Aε = Dε ∧Bε = Eε].

29. [A1
o ∧A2

o ∧A3
o ∧A4

o ∧A5
o ∧A6

o ∧A7
o] ⊃ ∀xε[poεxε] where:

A1
o is ∀xε[varoε xε ⊃ poεxε].

A2
o is ∀xε[conoε xε ⊃ poεxε].

A3
o is ∀xε∀yε[[poεxε ∧ poεyε ∧ [appεεε xε yε]↓] ⊃ poε[appεεε xε yε]].

A4
o is ∀xε∀yε[[poεxε ∧ poεyε ∧ [absεεε xε yε]↓] ⊃ poε[absεεε xε yε]].

A5
o is ∀xε∀yε∀zε[[poεxε ∧ poεyε ∧ poεzε ∧ [condεεεε xε yε zε]↓] ⊃

poε[condεεεε xε yε zε]].

A6
o is ∀xε[poεxε ⊃ poε[quotεε xε]].

A7
o is ∀xε∀yε[[poεxε ∧ poεyε ∧ [evalεεε xε yε]↓] ⊃ poε[evalεεε xε yε]].

Specification 5 (eval-freeoε)

1. varoε Aε ⊃ eval-freeoε Aε.

2. conoε Aε ⊃ eval-freeoε Aε.

3. [appεεε Aε Bε]↓ ⊃
eval-freeoε [appεεε Aε Bε] ≡ [eval-freeoε Aε ∧ eval-freeoε Bε].

4. [absεεε Aε Bε]↓ ⊃
eval-freeoε [absεεε Aε Bε] ≡ eval-freeoε Bε.

5. [condεεεε Aε Bε Cε]↓ ⊃
eval-freeoε [condεεεε Aε Bε Cε] ≡
[eval-freeoε Aε ∧ eval-freeoε Bε ∧ eval-freeoε Cε].

6. Aε ↓ ⊃ eval-freeoε [quotεε Aε].

7. ∼[eval-freeoε [evalεεε Aε Bε]].

Specification 6 (wffαoε)

1. wffαoε pxαq.

2. wffαoε pcαq where cα is a primitive constant.

3. [wffαβoε Aε ∧ wffβoε Bε] ⊃ wffαoε [appεεε Aε Bε].
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4. [wffιoε Aε ∨ wffooε Aε ∨ wffεoε Aε ∨ wff〈αβ〉oε Aε] ⊃ [appεεε Aε Bε]↑ .

5. [wffαβoε Aε ∧ ∼[wffβoε Bε]] ⊃ [appεεε Aε Bε]↑ .

6. [varαoε Aε ∧ wffβoε Bε] ⊃ wffβαoε [absεεε Aε Bε].

7. ∼[varoε Aε] ⊃ [absεεε Aε Bε]↑ .

8. [wffooε Aε ∧ wffαoε Bε ∧ wffαoε Cε] ⊃ wffαoε [condεεεε Aε Bε Cε].

9. [∼[wffooε Aε] ∨ [wffαoε Bε ∧ wffβoε Cε]] ⊃ [condεεεε Aε Bε Cε]↑
where α 6= β.

10. Aε ↓ ⊃ wffεoε [quotεε Aε].

11. [wffεoε Aε ∧ varαoε Bε] ⊃ wffαoε [evalεεε Aε Bε].

12. [∼[wffεoε Aε] ∨ ∼[varoε Bε]] ⊃ [evalεεε Aε Bε]↑ .

13. ∼[wffαoε Aε ∧ wffβoε Aε] where α 6= β.

Specification 7 (not-free-inoεε)

1. varoε Aε ⊃ ∼[not-free-inoεε Aε Aε].

2. [varoε Aε ∧ varoε Bε ∧Aε 6= Bε] ⊃ not-free-inoεε Aε Bε.

3. [varoε Aε ∧ conoε Bε] ⊃ not-free-inoεε Aε Bε.

4. [varoε Aε ∧ [appεεε Bε Cε]↓] ⊃
not-free-inoεε Aε [appεεε Bε Cε] ≡
[not-free-inoεε Aε Bε ∧ not-free-inoεε Aε Cε].

5. [varoε Aε ∧ [absεεε Aε Bε]↓] ⊃ not-free-inoεε Aε [absεεε Aε Bε].

6. [varoε Aε ∧ varoε Bε ∧Aε 6= Bε ∧ [absεεε Bε Cε]↓] ⊃
not-free-inoεε Aε [absεεε Bε Cε] ≡ not-free-inoεε Aε Cε.

7. [varoε Aε ∧ [condεεεε Dε Eε Fε]↓] ⊃
not-free-inoεε Aε [condεεεε Dε Eε Fε] ≡
[not-free-inoεε Aε Dε ∧ not-free-inoεε Aε Eε ∧ not-free-inoεε Aε Fε].

8. [varoε Aε ∧Bε ↓] ⊃ not-free-inoεε Aε [quotεε Bε].

9. [varoε Aε ∧ varαoε Cε ∧ [evalεεε Bε Cε]↓] ⊃
not-free-inoεε Aε [evalεεε Bε Cε] ≡
[syn-closedoε Bε ∧ eval-freeεoε Bε ∧
eval-freeαoε JBεKε ∧ not-free-inoεε Aε JBεKε].

10. ∼[varoε Aε] ⊃ not-free-inoεε Aε Bε.
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Specification 8 (cleanseεε)

1. varoε Aε ⊃ cleanseεε Aε = Aε.

2. conoε Aε ⊃ cleanseεε Aε = Aε.

3. [appεεε Aε Bε]↓ ⊃
cleanseεε [appεεε Aε Bε] ' appεεε [cleanseεε Aε] [cleanseεε Bε].

4. [absεεε Aε Bε]↓ ⊃
cleanseεε [absεεε Aε Bε] ' absεεε Aε [cleanseεε Bε].

5. [condεεεε Aε Bε Cε]↓ ⊃
cleanseεε [condεεεε Aε Bε Cε] '
condεεεε [cleanseεε Aε] [cleanseεε Bε] [cleanseεε Cε].

6. cleanseεε [quotεε Aε] ' [quotεε Aε].

7. [varαoε Bε ∧ [evalεεε Aε Bε]↓] ⊃
cleanseεε [evalεεε Aε Bε] '
if [syn-closedoε Eε ∧ eval-freeαoε JEεKε] JEεKε⊥ε

where Eε is [cleanseεε Aε].

Specification 9 (subεεεε)

1. [wffαoε Aε ∧ varαoε Bε] ⊃
subεεεε Aε Bε Bε = cleanseεε Aε.

2. [wffαoε Aε ∧ varαoε Bε ∧ varoε Cε ∧Bε 6= Cε] ⊃
subεεεε Aε Bε Cε = Cε.

3. [wffαoε Aε ∧ varαoε Bε ∧ conoε Cε] ⊃
subεεεε Aε Bε Cε = Cε.

4. [wffαoε Aε ∧ varαoε Bε ∧ [appεεε Dε Eε]↓] ⊃
subεεεε Aε Bε [appεεε Dε Eε] '
appεεε [subεεεε Aε Bε Dε] [subεεεε Aε Bε Eε].

5. [wffαoε Aε ∧ varαoε Bε ∧ [absεεε Bε Eε]↓] ⊃
subεεεε Aε Bε [absεεε Bε Eε] ' absεεε Bε [cleanseεε Aε].

6. [wffαoε Aε ∧ varαoε Bε ∧ varoε Dε ∧Bε 6= Dε ∧ [absεεε Dε Eε]↓] ⊃
subεεεε Aε Bε [absεεε Dε Eε] '
if [not-free-inoεε Bε Eε ∨ not-free-inoεε Dε Aε]

[absεεε Dε [subεεεε Aε Bε Eε]]

⊥ε.
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7. [wffαoε Aε ∧ varαoε Bε ∧ [condεεεε Dε Eε Fε]↓] ⊃
subεεεε Aε Bε [condεεεε Dε Eε Fε] '
condεεεε [subεεεε Aε Bε Dε] [subεεεε Aε Bε Eε] [subεεεε Aε Bε Fε].

8. [wffαoε Aε ∧ varαoε Bε ∧Cε ↓] ⊃
subεεεε Aε Bε [quotεε Cε] = quotεε Cε.

9. [wffαoε Aε ∧ varαoε Bε ∧ varβoε Eε ∧ [evalεεε Dε Eε]↓] ⊃
subεεεε Aε Bε [evalεεε Dε Eε] '
if [syn-closedoε E1

ε ∧ eval-freeβoε JE1
εKε] E

2
ε ⊥ε

where:

E1
ε is [subεεεε Aε Bε Dε].

E2
ε is [subεεεε Aε Bε JE1

εKε].

10. [wffαoε Aε ∧ ∼[varαoε Bε] ⊃
[subεεεε Aε Bε Cε]↑ .

6.2 Normal General and Evaluation-Free Models

Let S be the total set of specifying axioms given above. A general model M
for Quqe

0 is normal if M |= Ao for all Ao ∈ S. We write H |=n Ao to mean
M |= Ao for every normal general model M for H where H is a set of wffso.
We write |=n Ao to mean ∅ |=n Ao. Ao is valid in Quqe

0 if |=n Ao.
An evaluation-free modelM forQuqe

0 is normal ifM |= Ao for all evaluation-
free Ao ∈ S. We write H |=ef

n Ao to meanM |= Ao for every normal evaluation-
free modelM for H where Ao is evaluation-free and H is a set of evaluation-free
wffso. We write |=ef

n Ao to mean ∅ |=ef
n Ao.

Since standard models exist, normal general models (and hence normal
evaluation-free models) exist by Corollary 6.2.3 given below.

Proposition 6.2.1 Let M be a normal general model for Quqe
0 . Then

VMϕ (E(Aα)) = E(Aα) for all ϕ ∈ assign(M) and Aα.

Proof Immediate from the Specification 1 and the semantics of quotation. 2

Note 16 (Construction Literals) The previous proposition says that a wff
of the form E(Aα) denotes itself. Thus each image of E is a literal : its value
is directly represented by its syntax. Quotation can be viewed as an operation
that constructs literals for syntactic values. Florian Rabe explores in [56] a kind
of quotation that constructs literals for semantic values.

Note 17 (Quasiquotation) Quasiquotation is a parameterized form of quo-
tation in which the parameters serve as holes in a quotation that are filled with
the values of expressions. It is a very powerful syntactic device for specifying ex-
pressions and defining macros. Quasiquotation was introduced by Willard Van
Orman Quine in 1940 in the first version of his book Mathematical Logic [55]. It
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has been extensively employed in the Lisp family of programming languages [4].2

A quasiquotation in Quqe
0 is a wff of the form E(Aα) where some of its subwffs

have been replaced by wffsε. As an example, suppose Aα is ∧oooFoTo and so
E(Aα) is

appεεε [appεεεp∧oooq E(Fo)] E(To).

Then

appεεε [appεεεp∧oooqBε] Cε

is a quasiquotation that we will write in the more suggestive form

p∧ooobBεcbCεcq.

bBεc and bCεc are holes in the quotation pAαq that are filled with the values
of Bε and Cε. For instance, if Bε and Cε are pDoq and pEoq, then

p∧ooobBεcbCεcq = p∧ooobpDoqcbpEoqcq = p∧oooDoEoq.

Lemma 6.2.2 Let M be a standard model, c1α1
, . . . , c11α11

be the 11 logi-
cal constants varoε, conoε, appεεε, absεεε, condεεεε, quotεε, evalεεε, eval-freeoε,
not-free-inoεε, cleanseεε, and subεεεε, and dαβ be the logical constant wffαoε for each
α ∈ T . Then there are unique functions f1 ∈ Dα1

, . . . , f11 ∈ Dα11
and gα ∈ Dβ

for each α ∈ T such that the members of S are satisfied when c1α1
, . . . , c11α11

and
dαβ for each α ∈ T are interpreted in M by f1, . . . , f11 and gα for each α ∈ T ,
respectively.

Proof Let M = 〈{Dα | α ∈ T },J 〉 be a standard model for Quqe
0 . Then

Dε = {E(Aα) | Aα is a wff} by the Proposition 6.3.1 stated below. f1 is the
predicate p ∈ Doε such that, for all wffs Aα, p(E(Aα)) = T iff Aα is a variable.
f2 is the predicate p ∈ Doε such that, for all wffs Aα, p(E(Aα)) = T iff Aα is a
primitive constant.

f3 is the function f ∈ Dεεε such that, for all wffs Aα and Bβ , if [AαBβ ]
is a wff, then f(E(Aα))(E(Bβ)) is the wff [appεεε E(Aα) E(Bβ)], and otherwise
f(E(Aα))(E(Bβ)) is undefined. f4 is the function f ∈ Dεεε such that, for
all wffs Aα and Bβ , if [λAαBβ ] is a wff, then f(E(Aα))(E(Bβ)) is the wff
[absεεε E(Aα) E(Bβ)], and otherwise f(E(Aα))(E(Bβ)) is undefined. f5 is the
function f ∈ Dεεεε such that, for all wffs Ao, Bα, and Cα, if [cAoBαCα] is a
wff, then f(E(Ao))(E(Bα))(E(Cα)) is the wff [condεεεε Ao Bα Cα], and otherwise
f(E(Ao))(E(Bα))(E(Cα)) is undefined. f6 is the function f ∈ Dεε such that,
for all wffs Aα, f(E(Aα)) is the wff [quotεε E(Aα)]. f7 is the function f ∈ Dεεε
such that, for all wffs Aα and Bβ , if [eAαBβ ] is a wff, then f(E(Aα))(E(Bβ))
is the wff [evalεεε E(Aα) E(Bβ)], and otherwise f(E(Aα))(E(Bβ)) is undefined.

f8 is the predicate p ∈ Doε such that, for all wffs Aα, p(E(Aα)) = T iff Aα

is evaluation-free. And, for each α, gα is the predicate p ∈ Doε such that, for

2In Lisp, the standard symbol for quasiquotation is the backquote (‘) symbol, and thus in
Lisp, quasiquotation is usually called backquote.
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all wffs Aβ , p(E(Aβ)) = T iff β = α. All of these functions above clearly satisfy
the specifying axioms in S that pertain to them.

f9 is the unique function constructed by defining f9(E(Aα))(E(Bβ)) for
all wffs Aα and Bβ by recursion on the complexity of Bβ in accordance with
Specification 7. f10 and f11 are constructed similarly. 2

Corollary 6.2.3 IfM is a standard model for Quqe
0 , then there is normal stan-

dard model M′ for Quqe
0 having the same frame as M.

A normal general model or evaluation-free model is a general or evaluation-
free model M = 〈{Dα | α ∈ T },J 〉 in which the structure of the domain Dε is
accessible via the logical constants involving ε. From this point on, we will only
be interested in general and evaluation-free models that are normal.

6.3 Nonstandard Constructions

Let M = 〈{Dα | α ∈ T },J 〉 be a normal general model and d ∈ Dε. The con-
struction d is standard if d = E(Aα) for some wff Aα and is nonstandard if it is
not standard. That is, if d is nonstandard, then d ∈ Dε \{E(Aα) | Aα is a wff}.

One might think that Specification 4.29, the induction principle for the
type ε, would rule out the possibility of nonstandard constructions in M. This
is the case only when Doε contains all possible predicates. Thus the following
proposition holds:

Proposition 6.3.1 If M is a normal standard model for Quqe
0 , then Dε =

{E(Aα) | Aα is a wff}, i.e., M contains no nonstandard constructions.

The variables of type ε in the specifying axioms given by Specifications 1–
9 thus range over both standard and nonstandard constructions in a normal
general model with nonstandard constructions. We will examine some basic
results about having nonstandard constructions present in a normal general
model.

Lemma 6.3.2 Let M be a normal general model for Quqe
0 and ϕ ∈ assign(M).

Suppose VMϕ (Aε) is a nonstandard construction. Then VMϕ (JAεKγ) = F if γ = o

and VMϕ (JAεKγ) is undefined if γ 6= o.

Proof Immediate from the semantics of evaluation. 2

Lemma 6.3.3 Let M be a normal general model for Quqe
0 and ϕ ∈ assign(M).

1. If VMϕ (appεεε xε yε) is defined, then ϕ(xε) and ϕ(yε) are standard construc-

tions iff VMϕ (appεεε xε yε) is a standard construction.

2. If VMϕ (absεεε xε yε) is defined, then ϕ(xε) and ϕ(yε) are standard construc-

tions iff VMϕ (absεεε xε yε) is a standard construction.
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3. If VMϕ (condεεεε xε yε zε) is defined, then ϕ(xε), ϕ(yε), and ϕ(zε) are stan-

dard constructions iff VMϕ (appεεε xε yε zε) is a standard construction.

4. ϕ(xε) is a standard construction iff VMϕ (quotεε xε) is a standard construc-
tion.

5. If VMϕ (evalεεε xε yε) is defined, then ϕ(xε) and ϕ(yε) are standard con-

structions iff VMϕ (evalεεε xε yε) is a standard construction.

Proof

Part 1 Let VMϕ (appεεε xε yε) be defined. Assume ϕ(xε) and ϕ(yε) are standard
constructions. Then ϕ(xε) = E(Aαβ) and ϕ(yε) = E(Bβ) for some wffs Aαβ

and Bβ by Specifications 6.4 and 6.5. Hence, by the definition of E ,

VMϕ (appεεε xε yε)

= VMϕ (appεεε E(Aαβ) E(Bβ))

= VMϕ (E(AαβBβ)),

which is clearly a standard construction.
Now assume VMϕ (appεεε xε yε) is a standard construction. Then, by Specifi-

cations 4.1–21 and Specifications 6.4 and 6.5,

VMϕ (appεεε)(ϕ(xε))(ϕ(yε))

= VMϕ (appεεε xε yε)

= VMϕ (appεεε E(Aαβ) E(Bβ))

= VMϕ (appεεε)(E(Aαβ))(E(Bβ))

for some wffs Aαβ and Bβ . Hence ϕ(xε) = E(Aαβ) and ϕ(yε) = E(Bβ) by
Specification 4.24 and are thus standard constructions.

Parts 2–5 Similar to Part 1.
2

Let ϕ ∈ assign(M). Suppose VMϕ (subεεεε xε yε zε) is a standard construc-
tion. Does this imply that ϕ(xε), ϕ(yε), and ϕ(zε) are standard construc-
tions? The answer is no: Let ϕ(xε) = E(cα) for some constant cα and
ϕ(yε) = ϕ(zε) be a nonstandard construction such that VMϕ (varαoε yε) = T.

Then VMϕ (subεεεε xε yε zε) = E(cα) by Specifications 3.1, 6.2, 8.2, and 9.1.
However, the following result does hold:

Lemma 6.3.4 Let M be a normal general model for Quqe
0 and ϕ ∈ assign(M).

If ϕ(xε), ϕ(yε), and VMϕ (subεεεε xε yε zε) are standard constructions and

VMϕ (eval-freeoε zε) = T, then ϕ(zε) is a standard construction.

Proof Let VMϕ (subεεεε xε yε zε) = E(Aα) for some wff Aα. Then the proof of
the lemma is by induction on the size of Aα. 2
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6.4 Example: Infinite Dependency

Having specified the logical constant varoε in this section, we are now ready to
present the following simple, but very interesting example.

Let M = 〈{Dα | α ∈ T },J 〉 be a normal general model for Quqe
0 with Dε =

{E(Aα) | Aα is a wff} and ϕ ∈ assign(M). Let Ao be the simple formula

∀xε[varooε xε ⊃ JxεKo]

involving evaluation. If we forget about evaluation, Ao looks like a semanti-
cally close formula — which is not the case! By the semantics of universal
quantification VMϕ (Ao) = T iff VMϕ[xε 7→E(Bα)](varooε xε ⊃ JxεKo) = T for every wff

Bα. If Bα is not a variable of type o, then VMϕ[xε 7→E(Bα)](varooε xε) = F, and so

VMϕ[xε 7→E(Bα)](varooε xε ⊃ JxεKo) = T. If Bα is a variable yo, then

VMϕ[xε 7→E(yo)]([varooε xε ⊃ JxεKo])

= VMϕ[xε 7→E(yo)](JxεKo)

= VMϕ[xε 7→E(yo)](E
−1(VMϕ[xε 7→E(yo)](xε)))

= VMϕ[xε 7→E(yo)](E
−1(E(yo)))

= VMϕ[xε 7→E(yo)](yo)
= ϕ(yo).

Hence VMϕ (Ao) = T iff ϕ(yo) = T for all variables yo of type o. Therefore, not
only is Ao not semantically closed, its value inM depends on the values assigned
to infinitely many variables. In contrast, the value of any evaluation-free wff
depends on at most finitely many variables.

7 Substitution

Our next task is to construct a proof system Puqe for Quqe
0 based on the proof

system of Qu
0 . We need a mechanism for substituting a wff Aα for a free variable

xα in another wff Bα so that we can perform beta-reduction in Puqe. Beta-
reduction is performed in the proof system of Q0 in a purely syntactic way using
the basic properties of lambda-notation stated as Axioms 41–45 in [2]. Due to the
Variable Problem discussed in section 1, Puqe requires a semantics-dependent
form of substitution. There is no easy way of extending or modifying Axioms
41–45 to cover all function abstractions that contain evaluations. Instead, we
will utilize a form of explicit substitution [1]. We will also utilize as well the
basic properties of lambda-notation that remain valid in Quqe

0 .
The law of beta-reduction for Qu

0 is expressed as the schema

Aα ↓ ⊃ [[λxαBβ ]Aα ' Sxα
Aα

Bβ ]

where Aα is free for xα in Bβ and Sxα
Aα

Bβ is the result of substituting Aα for

each free occurrence of xα in Bβ .3 The law of beta-reduction for Quqe
0 will be

3Andrews uses S. (with a dot) instead of S for substitution in [2].
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expressed by the schema

[Aα ↓ ∧ subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq = pCβq] ⊃ [λxαBβ ]Aα ' Cβ

without the syntactic side condition that Aα is free for xα in Bβ and with the
result of the substitution expressed by the wff subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq. The
logical constant subεεεε was specified in the previous section. We will prove in
this section that the law of beta-reduction for Quqe

0 stated above — in which
substitution is represented by subεεεε — is valid in Quqe

0 .

7.1 Requirements for subεεεε

The specification of subεεεε needs to satisfy the following requirements:

Requirement 1 When subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq is defined, its value must
represent the wffβ that results from substituting Aα for each free occurrence
of xα in Bβ. More precisely, for any normal general modelM for Quqe

0 , if

M |= [subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq]↓,

then

VMϕ (Jsubεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβqKβ) ' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(Bβ)

must be true for all ϕ ∈ assign(M) such that VMϕ (Aα) is defined. Satisfy-
ing this requirement is straightforward when Aα and Bβ are evaluation-
free. Since the semantics of evaluation involves a double application of
VMϕ , the specification of subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq must include a double
substitution when Bβ is an evaluation.

Requirement 2 subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq must be undefined when sub-
stitution would result in a variable capture. To avoid variable capture we
need to check whether a variable does not occur freely in a wff. We have
specified the logical constant not-free-inoεε to do this.

Requirement 3 When subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq is defined, its value must
represent an evaluation-free wffβ. Otherwise Jsubεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβqKβ
will be undefined. We will “cleanse” any evaluations that remain after a
substitution by effectively replacing each wff of the form pJAεKαq with

[if [eval-freeαoε Aε] Aε⊥ε].

We have specified the logical constant cleanseεε to do this.

Requirement 4 When subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq is defined, its value must
be semantically closed. That is, the variables occurring in Aα or Bβ must
not be allowed to escape outside of a quotation. To avoid such variable
escape when a wff of the form pJAεKαq is cleansed as noted above, we
need to enforce that Aε is semantically closed. We have used the defined
constant syn-closedoε to do this.
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Requirement 5 subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq is defined in the cases
corresponding to when substitution is defined in Q0. More precisely,
subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq is defined whenever Aα and Bβ are evaluation-
free, Aα is defined, and substituting Aα for each free occurrence of xα in
Bβ does not result in a variable capture.

We will prove a series of lemmas that show (1) the properties that
not-free-inoεε, cleanseεε, and subεεεε have and (2) that subεεεε satisfies Require-
ments 1–5.

7.2 Evaluation-Free Wffs

Proposition 7.2.1 (Meaning of eval-freeαoε) Let M be a normal general
model for Quqe

0 . M |= eval-freeαoε pAαq iff Aα is evaluation-free.

Proof Immediate from the specification of eval-freeαoε. 2

Lemma 7.2.2 (Evaluation-Free) LetM be a normal general model for Quqe
0

and Aα and Bβ be evaluation-free.

1. not-free-inoεε pxαq pBβq, syn-closedoε pAαq, cleanseεε pBβq, and
subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq are invariable.

2. If M |= not-free-inoεε pxαq pBβq, then Bβ is independent of {xα} in M.

3. If M |= not-free-inoεε pxαq pBβq, then M |= subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq =
pBβq.

4. M |= cleanseεε pBβq = pBβq.

5. Either M |= subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq = pCβq for some evaluation-free Cβ

or M |= [subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq]↑.

6. M |= ∼[not-free-inoεε pxαq pBβq] for at most finitely many variables xα.

Proof Parts 1–5 follow straightforwardly by induction on the size of pBβq.
Part 6 follows from the fact thatM |= ∼[not-free-inoεε pxαq pBβq] implies pxαq
occurs in pBβq. 2

By virtue of Lemma 7.2.2 (particularly part 1), several standard defini-
tions of predicate logic that are not applicable to wffs in general are appli-
cable to evaluation-free wffs. Let Aα, Bβ , and Co be evaluation-free wffs.
A variable xα is bound in Bβ if not-free-inoεε pxαq pBβq denotes T and is
free in Bβ if not-free-inoεε pxαq pBβq denotes F. Aα is syntactically closed if
syn-closedoε pAαq denotes T. A universal closure of Co is a formula

∀x1
α1
· · · ∀xnαnCo

such that yβ is free in Co iff yβ ∈ {x1
α1
, . . . ,xnαn}.
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Lemma 7.2.3 (Universal Closures) Let M be a normal general model for
Quqe

0 , Ao be an evaluation-free formula, and Bo be a universal closure of Ao.

1. Bo is syntactically closed.

2. M |= Ao iff M |= Bo.

Proof Part 1 follows from the definitions of universal closure and syntactically
closed. Part 2 follows from the semantics of universal quantification. 2

Note 18 (Syntactically Closed) It is clearly decidable whether an
evaluation-free wff is syntactically closed. Is it also decidable whether a
non-evaluation-free wff Aα is syntactically closed (i.e., |= syn-closedoε pAαq
holds)? Since Quqe

0 is undecidable, it follows that it is undecidable whether
|= syn-closedoε pAαq holds when Aα has the form

Jif Bo pcαq pxαqKα,

where cα is a primitive constant. Therefore, it undecidable whether a non-
evaluation-free wff is syntactically closed.

Lemma 7.2.4 (Semantically Closed) Let M be a normal general model for
Quqe

0 .

1. If Aα is evaluation-free and syntactically closed, then Aα is semantically
closed.

2. If Aε is semantically closed, then either M |= Aε = pBβq for some Bβ

or M |= JAεKγ ' ⊥γ for all γ ∈ T .

3. If Aε is semantically closed, M |= syn-closedoεAε, and M |=
eval-freeαoεAε, then JAεKα is semantically closed.

Proof

Part 1 Follows immediately from part 2 of Lemma 7.2.2.

Part 2 Assume Aε is semantically closed. Let ϕ ∈ assign(M). If VMϕ (Aε) is

undefined or E−1(VMϕ (Aε)) is undefined, then M |= JAεKγ ' ⊥γ for all γ ∈ T .

So we may assume E−1(VMϕ (Aε)) is some wff Bβ . Then VMϕ (pBβq) = E(Bβ) =

E(E−1(VMϕ (Aε))) = VMϕ (Aε). The hypothesis implies E−1(VMϕ (Aε)) does not
depend on ϕ. Hence M |= Aε = pBβq.

Part 3 Assume (a) Aε is semantically closed, (b) M |= syn-closedoε Aε, and
(c) M |= eval-freeαoε Aε. (a) and part 2 of this lemma imply either there is
some Bα such that (d) M |= Aε = pBαq or M |= JAεKα ' ⊥α. ⊥α is
semantically closed, so we may assume (d). (b), (c), and (d) imply (e) M |=
syn-closedoε pBαq and (f) M |= eval-freeoε pBαq. (f) implies Bα is evaluation-
free by Proposition 7.2.1, and this and (e) imply Bα is syntactically closed by
part 1 of Lemma 7.2.2. Thus Bα is semantically closed by part 1 of this lemma.
Therefore, JAεKα is semantically closed since M |= Bα ' JpBαqKα by (f) and
M |= JpBαqKα = JAεKα by (d). 2
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7.3 Properties of not-free-inoεε

Lemma 7.3.1 (Not Free In) Let M be a normal general model for Quqe
0 .

1. If X is a set of variables such that M |= not-free-inoεε pxαq pBβq for all
xα ∈ X, then Bβ is independent of X in M.

2. If M |= not-free-inoεε pxαq pBβq, then

VMϕ (Bβ) ' VMϕ[xα 7→d](Bβ)

for all ϕ ∈ assign(M) and all d ∈ Dα.

Proof

Part 1 Let X be a set of variables. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that X is nonempty. We will show that, if

M |= not-free-inoεε pxαq pDδq for all xα ∈ X [designated H(pDδq, X)],

then

Dδ is independent of X in M [designated C(Dδ, X)].

Our proof is by induction on the complexity of Dδ. There are 9 cases correspond-
ing to the 9 parts of Specification 7 used to specify not-free-inoεε pxαq pDδq.

Case 1: Dδ is a variable xα. Assume H(pxαq, X) is true. Then xα 6∈ X
by the specification of not-free-inoεε. Hence C(xα, X) is obviously true.

Case 2: Dδ is a primitive constant cα. Then C(cα, X) is true since every
primitive constant is semantically closed by Proposition 3.3.3.

Case 3: Dδ is AαβBβ . Assume H(pAαβBβq, X) is true. Then
H(pAαβq, X) and H(pBβq, X) are true by the specification of
not-free-inoεε. Hence C(Aαβ , X) and C(Bβ , X) are true by the induc-
tion hypothesis. These imply C(AαβBβ , X) by the semantics of function
application.

Case 4: Dδ is λxαAβ . Assume H(pλxαAβq, X) is true. C(λxαAβ , {xα})
is true by the semantics of function abstraction. H(pλxαAβq, X) implies
H(pAβq, X \{xα}) by the specification of not-free-inoεε. Hence C(Aβ , X \
{xα}) is true by the induction hypothesis. This implies C(λxαAβ , X \
{xα}) by the semantics of function abstraction. Therefore, C(λxαAβ , X)
holds.

Case 5: Dδ is if Ao Bα Cα. Similar to Case 3.

Case 6: Dδ is pAαq. Then C(pAαq, X) is true since every quotation is
semantically closed by Proposition 3.3.3.
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Case 7: Dδ is JAεKα. Assume H(pJAεKαq, X) is true. Then (a) M |=
syn-closedoε pAεq, (b) M |= eval-freeεoε pAεq, (c) M |= eval-freeαoε Aε,
and (d) H(Aε, X) by the specification of not-free-inoεε and the fact X
is nonempty. (a) and (b) imply (e) Aε is semantically closed by Propo-
sition 7.2.1 and part 1 of Lemma 7.2.4. (e) and part 2 of Lemma 7.2.4
implies either JAεKα is semantically closed or (f) E−1(VMϕ (Aε)) is de-
fined for all ϕ ∈ assign(M). So we may assume (f). (c) and (f) imply
(g) E−1(VMϕ (Aε)) is an evaluation-free wffα for all ϕ ∈ assign(M), and

thus the complexity of E−1(VMϕ (Aε)) is less than the complexity of JAεKα
(for any ϕ ∈ assign(M)). Hence (d) implies C(E−1(VMϕ (Aε)), X) by the
induction hypothesis. Let ϕ,ϕ′ ∈ assign(M) such that ϕ(xα) = ϕ′(xα)
whenever xα 6∈ X. Then

VMϕ (JAεKβ) (1)

' VMϕ (E−1(VMϕ (Aε))) (2)

' VMϕ′ (E−1(VMϕ (Aε))) (3)

' VMϕ′ (E−1(VMϕ′ (Aε))) (4)

' VMϕ′ (JAεKβ). (5)

(2) is by (g) and the semantics of evaluation; (3) is by
C(E−1(VMϕ (Aε))), X); (4) is by (e); and (5) is again by (g) and the se-
mantics of evaluation. This implies C(JAεKβ , X).

Part 2 This part of the lemma is the special case of part 1 when X is a
singleton. 2

7.4 Properties of cleanseεε

Lemma 7.4.1 (Cleanse) Let M be a normal general model for Quqe
0 .

1. If M |= [cleanseεε pDδq]↓, then cleanseεε pDδq is semantically closed and

M |= eval-freeδoε [cleanseεε pDδq].

2. EitherM |= cleanseεε pAαq = pBαq for some evaluation-free Bα orM |=
Jcleanseεε pAαqKγ ' ⊥γ for all γ ∈ T .

3. If Cγ contains an evaluation JAεKα not in a quotation such that, for some
variable xβ, M |= ∼[not-free-inoεε pxβq pAεq], then

M |= [cleanseεε pCγq]↑ .

4. If M |= [cleanseεε pDδq]↓, then

M |= Jcleanseεε pDδqKδ ' Dδ
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Proof Let A(pDδq) mean cleanse(pDδq).

Part 1 Our proof is by induction on the complexity of Dδ. There are 7 cases
corresponding to the 7 parts of Specification 8 used to specify A(pDδq).

Cases 1, 2, and 6: Dδ is a variable, primitive constant, or quotation.
Then M |= A(pDδq) = pDδq by the specification of cleanseεε. Hence
A(pDδq) is semantically closed since a quotation is semantically closed by
Proposition 3.3.3 andM |= eval-freeδoεA(pDδq) since a variable, primitive
constant, or quotation is evaluation-free.

Case 3: Dδ is AαβBβ . Assume M |= A(pAαβBβq) ↓. Then
M |= A(pAαβq) ↓ and M |= A(pBβq) ↓ by the specification of
cleanseεε. It follows that A(pAαβBβq) is semantically closed and M |=
eval-freeαoεA(pAαβBβq) by the induction hypothesis and the specification
of cleanseεε.

Case 4: Dδ is λxβAα. Similar to Case 3.

Case 5: Dδ is if Ao Bα Cα. Similar to the proof of Case 3.

Case 7: Dδ is JAεKα. Assume (a) M |= A(pJAεKαq) ↓. (a) implies
(b) M |= syn-closedoεA(pAεq), (c) M |= eval-freeαoε JA(pAεq)Kε, and

(d) M |= A(pJAεKαq) ' JA(pAεq)Kε

by the specification of cleanseεε. (a) implies (e) M |= A(pAεq) ↓,
and (e) implies (f) A(pAεq) is semantically closed and (g) M |=
eval-freeεoεA(pAεq) by the induction hypothesis. (b), (f), and (g) imply (h)
JA(pAεq)Kε is semantically closed by part 3 of Lemma 7.2.4. Therefore,
A(pJAεKαq) is semantically closed by (d) and (h).

Part 2 Follows easily from part 1 of this lemma and part 2 of Lemma 7.2.4.

Part 3 Follows immediately from the specification of cleanseεε.

Part 4 Assume

M |= A(pDδq)↓ [designated H(pDδq)].

We must show that

M |= JA(pDδq)Kδ ' Dδ [designated C(pDδq)].

Our proof is by induction on the complexity of Dδ. There are 7 cases correspond-
ing to the 7 parts of Specification 8 used to specify A(pDδq). Let ϕ ∈ assign(M).

Case 1: Dδ is xα. Then

VMϕ (JA(pxαq)Kα) (1)

' VMϕ (JpxαqKα) (2)

' VMϕ (xα). (3)
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(2) is by the specification of cleanseεε, and (3) is by the fact that xα is
evaluation-free and the semantics of evaluation. Therefore, C(pxαq) holds.

Case 2: Dδ is a primitive constant cα. Similar to Case 1.

Case 3: Dδ is AαβBβ . H(pAαβBβq) implies H(pAαβq) and H(pBβq)
by the specification of cleanseεε. These imply C(pAαβq) and C(pBβq) by
the induction hypothesis. Then

VMϕ (JA(pAαβBβq)Kα) (1)

' VMϕ (JappεεεA(pAαβq)A(pBβq)Kα) (2)

' VMϕ (JA(pAαβq)KαβJA(pBβq)Kβ) (3)

' VMϕ (AαβBβ). (4)

(2) is by the specification of cleanseεε; (3) is by the semantics of appεεε
and evaluation; and (4) is by C(pAαβq) and C(pBβq). Therefore,
C(pAαβBβq) holds.

Case 4: Dδ is λxβAα. H(pλxβAαq) implies H(pAαq) by the specifica-
tion of cleanseεε. This implies C(pAαq) by the induction hypothesis and
A(pAαq) is semantically closed by part 1 of this lemma. Then

VMϕ (JA(pλxβAαq)Kαβ) (1)

' VMϕ (Jabsεεε pxβqA(pAαq)Kαβ) (2)

' VMϕ (λxβJA(pAαq)Kα) (3)

' VMϕ (λxβAα). (4)

(2) is by the specification of cleanseεε; (3) is by the semantics of absεεε and
evaluation and the fact that A(pAαq) is semantically closed; and (4) is by
C(pAαq). Therefore, C(pλxβAαq) holds.

Case 5: Dδ is if Ao Bα Cα. Similar to Case 3.

Case 6: Dδ is pAαq. Similar to Case 1.

Case 7: Dδ is JAεKα. H(pAεq) is true by the proof for Case 7 of Part 1,
and hence C(pAεq) is true by the induction hypothesis. Then

VMϕ (JA(pJAεKαq)Kα) (1)

' VMϕ (JJA(pAεq)KεKα) (2)

' VMϕ (JAεKα). (3)

(2) is by

M |= A(pJAεKαq) ' JA(pAεq)Kε

shown in the proof for Case 7 of Part 1, and (3) is by C(pAεq). Therefore,
C(pJAεKαq) holds.

2
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7.5 Properties of subεεεε

Lemma 7.5.1 (Substitution) Let M be a normal general model for Quqe
0 .

1. If M |= [subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq] ↓, then subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq is se-
mantically closed and

M |= eval-freeβoε [subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq].

2. Either M |= subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq = pCβq for some evaluation-free Cβ

or M |= Jsubεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβqKγ ' ⊥γ for all γ ∈ T .

3. If M |= subεεεε pAαq pxαqBε = pCβq for some Cβ and M |=
eval-freeβoεBε, then M |= Bε = pDβq for some evaluation-free Dβ.

4. If Cγ contains an evaluation JBεKβ not in a quotation such that, for some
variable yγ with xα 6= yγ ,

M |= ∼[not-free-inoεε pyγq [subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBεq]],

then

M |= [subεεεε pAαq pxαq pCγq]↑ .

5. If M |= subεεεε pAαq pxαq pDδq = pEδq for some Eδ and

M |= not-free-inoεε pxαq pDδq,

then

M |= Jsubεεεε pAαq pxαq pDδqKδ ' Dδ.

6. If M |= subεεεε pAαq pxαq pDδq = pEδq for some Eδ , then

VMϕ (Jsubεεεε pAαq pxαq pDδqKδ) ' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(Dδ)

for all ϕ ∈ assign(M) such that VMϕ (Aα) is defined.

7. M |= [subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq] ↓ whenever Aα and Bβ are evaluation-

free, VMϕ (Aα) is defined, and substituting Aα for each free occurrence of
xα in Bβ does not result in a variable capture.

Proof Let S(pDδq) mean subεεεε pAαq pxαq pDδq.

Part 1 Similar to the proof of part 1 of Lemma 7.4.1.

Part 2 Follows easily from part 1 of this lemma and part 2 of Lemma 7.2.4.

Part 3 Follows from Lemma 6.3.4.

Part 4 Follows immediately from the specification of subεεεε.
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Part 5 Assume

M |= S(pDδq) = pEδq for some Eδ [designated H1(pDδq)]

and

M |= not-free-inoεε pxαq pDδq [designated H2(pDδq)].

We must show that

M |= JS(pDδq)Kδ ' Dδ [designated C(pDδq)].

Our proof is by induction on the complexity of Dδ. There are 9 cases correspond-
ing to the 9 parts of Specification 9 used to specify S(pDδq). Let ϕ ∈ assign(M).

Case 1: Dδ is xα. By the specification of not-free-inoεε, H2(pxαq) does
not hold in this case.

Case 2: Dδ is yβ where xα 6= yβ . Then

VMϕ (JS(pyβq)Kβ) (1)

' VMϕ (JpyβqKβ) (2)

' VMϕ (yβ). (3)

(2) is by the specification of subεεεε, and (3) is by semantics of evaluation
and the fact that yβ is evaluation-free. Therefore, C(pyβq) holds.

Case 3: Dδ is a primitive constant cβ . Similar to Case 2.

Case 4: Dδ is BβγDδ. H1(pBβγDδq) implies H1(pBβγq) and H1(pDδq)
by the specification of subεεεε. H2(pBβγDδq) implies H2(pBβγq) and
H2(pDδq) by the specification of not-free-inoεε. These imply C(pBβγq)
and C(pDδq) by the induction hypothesis. Then

VMϕ (JS(pBβγDδq)Kβ) (1)

' VMϕ (Jappεεε S(pBβγq)S(pDδq)Kα) (2)

' VMϕ (JS(pBβγq)KβγJS(pDδq)Kγ) (3)

' VMϕ (BβγDδ). (4)

(2) is by the specification of subεεεε; (3) is by the semantics of appεεε and
evaluation; and (4) is by C(pBβγq) and C(pDδq). Therefore, C(pBβγDδq)
holds.

Case 5: Dδ is λxαBβ . H1(pλxαBβq) implies M |= [cleanseεε pBβq]↓ by
the specification of subεεεε. This implies that cleanseεε pBβq is semantically
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closed by part 1 of Lemma 7.4.1. Then

VMϕ (JS(λxαBβ)Kβα) (1)

' VMϕ (Jabsεεε pxαq cleanseεε pBβqKβα) (2)

' VMϕ (λxαJcleanseεε pBβqKβ) (3)

' VMϕ (λxαBβ). (4)

(2) is by the specification of subεεεε; (3) is by the semantics of absεεε and
evaluation and the fact that cleanseεε pBβq is semantically closed; and (4)
is by part 4 of Lemma 7.4.1. Therefore, C(pλxαBβq) holds.

Case 6: Dδ is λyβBγ where xα 6= yβ . H1(pλyβBγq) implies

VMϕ (S(pλyβBγq)) ' VMϕ (absεεε pyβqS(pBγq))

and H1(pBγq) by the specification of subεεεε. H2(pλyβBγq) implies
H2(pBγq) by the specification of not-free-inoεε. These imply C(pBγq)
by the induction hypothesis and S(pBγq) is semantically closed by part 1
of this lemma. Then

VMϕ (JS(λyβBγ)Kγβ) (1)

' VMϕ (Jabsεεε pyβqS(pBγq)Kγβ) (2)

' VMϕ (λyβJS(pBγq)Kγ) (3)

' VMϕ (λyβBγ). (4)

(2) is by the equation shown above; (3) is by the semantics of absεεε and
evaluation and the fact that S(pBγq) is semantically closed; and (4) is by
C(pBγq). Therefore, C(pλyβBγq) holds.

Case 7: Dδ is if Ao Bα Cα. Similar to Case 4.

Case 8: Dδ is pBβq. Similar to Case 2.

Case 9: Dδ is JBεKβ . H1(pJBεKβq) implies

(a) M |= eval-freeβoε JS(pBεq)Kε

and

(b) M |= S(pJBεKβq) = S(JS(pBεq)Kε)

by the specification of subεεεε. (a), (b), and H1(pJBεKβq) imply
H1(JS(pBεq)Kε) by part 3 of this lemma, and so (c) M |= JS(pBεq)Kε =
pCβq for some evaluation-free Cβ . H1(JS(pBεq)Kε) implies H1(pBεq)
by the specification of subεεεε. By the specification of not-free-inoεε,
H2(pJBεKβq) impliesM |= syn-closedoε pBεq (hence H2(pBεq) by the def-
inition of syn-closedoε), M |= eval-freeεoε pBεq, and H2(JpBεqKε) (hence
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H2(Bε) by the semantics of evaluation). H1(pBεq) and H2(pBεq) imply
C(pBεq) by the induction hypothesis, and so (d) M |= JS(pBεq)Kε ' Bε.
(c) and (d) imply (e) M |= Bε = pCβq. H1(JS(pBεq)Kε) and (c) imply
H1(pCβq). H2(Bε) and (e) implies H2(pCβq). H1(pCβq) and H2(pCβq)
imply C(pCβq) by the inductive hypothesis. Then

VMϕ (JS(pJBεKβq)Kβ) (1)

' VMϕ (JS(JS(pBεq)Kε)Kβ) (2)

' VMϕ (JS(pCβq)Kβ) (3)

' VMϕ (Cβ) (4)

' VMϕ (JpCβqKβ) (5)

' VMϕ (JBεKβ). (6)

(2) is by (b); (3) is by (d) and (e); (4) is by C(pCβq); (5) is by the
semantics of evaluation and the fact Cβ is evaluation-free; and (6) is by
(e). Therefore, C(pJBεKβq) holds.

Part 6 Assume

M |= S(pDδq) = pEδq for some Eδ [designated H(pDδq)]

We must show that

M |= VMϕ (JS(pDδq)Kδ) ' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(Dδ) for all ϕ ∈ assign(M) such

that VMϕ (Aα) is defined [designated C(pDδq)].

Our proof is by induction on the complexity of Dδ. There are 9 cases correspond-
ing to the 9 parts of Specification 9 used to specify S(pDδq). Let ϕ ∈ assign(M)
such that VMϕ (Aα) is defined.

Case 1: Dδ is xα. Then

VMϕ (JS(pxαq)Kα) (1)

' VMϕ (Jcleanseεε pAαqKα) (2)

' VMϕ (Aα) (3)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(xα). (4)

(2) is by the specification of subεεεε; (3) is by H(pxαq) and part 4 of
Lemma 7.4.1; and (4) is by the semantics of variables. Therefore, C(pxαq)
holds.
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Case 2: Dδ is yβ where xα 6= yβ . Then

VMϕ (JS(pyβq)Kβ) (1)

' VMϕ (JpyβqKβ) (2)

' VMϕ (yβ) (3)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(yβ). (4)

(2) is by the specification of subεεεε; (3) is by the semantics of evaluation
and that fact that yβ is evaluation-free; and (4) follows from xα 6= yβ .
Therefore, C(pyβq) holds.

Case 3: Dδ is a primitive constant cβ . Similar to Case 2.

Case 4: Dδ is BβγDδ. H(pBβγDδq) implies H(pBβγq) and H(pDδq) by
the specification of subεεεε. These imply C(pBβγq) and C(pDδq) by the
induction hypothesis. Then

VMϕ (JS(pBβγDδq)Kβ) (1)

' VMϕ (Jappεεε S(pBβγq)S(pDδq)Kα) (2)

' VMϕ (JS(pBβγq)KβγJS(pDδq)Kγ) (3)

' VMϕ (JS(pBβγq)Kβγ)(VMϕ (JS(pDδq)Kγ)) (4)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(Bβγ)(VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(Dδ)) (5)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(BβγDδ). (6)

(2) is by the specification of subεεεε; (3) is by the semantics of appεεε and
evaluation; (4) and (6) are by the semantics of application; and (5) is by
C(pBβγq) and C(pDδq). Therefore, C(pBβγDδq) holds.

Case 5: Dδ is λxαBβ . H(pλxαBβq) implies M |= [cleanseεε pBβq] ↓ by
the specification of subεεεε. This implies that cleanseεε pBβq is semantically
closed by part 1 of Lemma 7.4.1. Then

VMϕ (JS(λxαBβ)Kβα) (1)

' VMϕ (Jabsεεε pxαq cleanseεε pBβqKβα) (2)

' VMϕ (λxαJcleanseεε pBβqKβ) (3)

' VMϕ (λxαBβ) (4)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(λxαBβ). (5)

(2) is by the specification of subεεεε; (3) is by the semantics of absεεε and
evaluation and the fact that cleanseεε pBβq is semantically closed; (4) is
by part 4 of Lemma 7.4.1; and (5) is by the fact that

VMϕ[xα 7→d](Bβ) ' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)][xα 7→d](Bβ)

for all d ∈ Dα. Therefore, C(pλxαBβq) holds.
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Case 6: Dδ is λyβBγ where xα 6= yβ . H(pλyβBγq) implies

(a) VMϕ (S(pλyβBγq)) ' VMϕ (absεεε pyβqS(pBγq)),

H(pBγq), and either (∗) M |= not-free-inoεε pxαq pBγq or (∗∗) M |=
not-free-inoεε pyβq pAαq by the specification of subεεεε. H(pBγq) implies
C(pBγq) by the induction hypothesis and (b) S(pBγq) is semantically
closed by part 1 of this lemma. Then

VMϕ (JS(λyβBγ)Kγβ) (1)

' VMϕ (Jabsεεε pyβqS(pBγq)Kγβ) (2)

' VMϕ (λyβJS(pBγq)Kγ) (3)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(λyβBγ). (4)

(2) is by (a); (3) is by (b) and the semantics of absεεε and evaluation; and
(4) is by separate arguments for the two cases (∗) and (∗∗). In case (∗),

VMϕ[yα 7→d](JS(pBγq)Kγ) (1)

' VMϕ[yα 7→d](Bγ) (2)

' VMϕ[yα 7→d][xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(Bγ) (3)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)][yα 7→d](Bγ) (4)

for all d ∈ Dα. (2) is by (∗), H(pBγq), and part 5 of this lemma; (3) is
by (∗) and part 2 of Lemma 7.3.1; and (4) follows from xα 6= yβ . In case
(∗∗),

VMϕ[yα 7→d](JS(pBγq)Kγ) (1)

' VMϕ[yα 7→d][xα 7→VM
ϕ[yα 7→d]

(Aα)]
(Bγ) (2)

' VMϕ[yα 7→d][xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(Bγ) (3)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)][yα 7→d](Bγ) (4)

for all d ∈ Dα. (2) is by C(pBγq); (3) is by (∗∗) and part 2 of Lemma 7.3.1;
and (4) follows from xα 6= yβ . Therefore, C(pλyβBγq) holds.

Case 7: Dδ is if Ao Bα Cα. Similar to Case 4.

Case 8: Dδ is pBβq. Similar to Case 2.

Case 9: Dδ is JBεKβ . H(pJBεKβq) implies

(a) M |= eval-freeβoε JS(pBεq)Kε

and

(b) M |= S(pJBεKβq) = S(JS(pBεq)Kε)
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by the specification of subεεεε. (a), (b), and H(pJBεKβq) imply
H(JS(pBεq)Kε) by part 3 of this lemma, and so (c) M |= JS(pBεq)Kε =
pCβq for some evaluation-free Cβ . H(JS(pBεq)Kε) implies H(pBεq) by
the specification of subεεεε. H(pBεq) implies C(pBεq) by the induction
hypothesis, and so

(d) VMϕ (JS(pBεq)Kε) ' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(Bε).

(c) and (d) imply

(e) VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(Bε) = VMϕ (pCβq) = VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(pCβq)

since pCβq is semantically closed. H(JS(pBεq)Kε) and (c) imply H(pCβq),
and H(pCβq) implies C(pCβq) by the inductive hypothesis.

VMϕ (JS(pJBεKβq)Kβ) (1)

' VMϕ (JS(JS(pBεq)Kε)Kβ) (2)

' VMϕ (JS(pCβq)Kβ) (3)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(Cβ) (4)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(JpCβqKβ) (5)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(JBεKβ). (6)

(2) is by (b); (3) is by (d) and (e); (4) is by C(pCβq); (5) is by the
semantics of evaluation and the fact Cβ is evaluation-free; and (6) is by
(e). Therefore, C(pJBεKβq) holds.

Part 7 Follows from the specifications of not-free-inoεε, cleanseεε, and subεεεε.
2

The five requirements for subεεεε are satisfied as follows:

1. Requirement 1 is satisfied by Specification 9 for subεεεε. Part 6 of
Lemma 7.5.1 verifies that subεεεε performs substitution correctly.

2. Requirement 2 is satisfied by Specification 7 for not-free-inoεε and Spec-
ification 9.6 for subεεεε. Part 6 of Lemma 7.5.1 verifies that, when
subεεεεpAαq pxαq pBβq is defined, variables are not captured.

3. Requirement 3 is satisfied by Specification 8 for cleanseεε and Specifications
9.1, 9.5, and 9.9 for subεεεε. Part 1 of Lemma 7.5.1 verifies that, when
subεεεεpAαq pxαq pBβq is defined, it represents an evaluation-free wffβ .

4. Requirement 4 is satisfied by Specification 7.9 for not-free-inoεε, Speci-
fication 8.7 for cleanseεε, and Specification 9.9 for subεεεε. Part 1 of
Lemma 7.5.1 verifies that, when subεεεεpAαq pxαq pBβq is defined, it is
semantically closed.
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5. Requirement 5 is satisfied by Specifications 7–9. Part 7 of Lemma 7.5.1
verifies that subεεεεpAαq pxαq pBβq is defined in the cases corresponding
to when substitution is defined in Q0.

As a consequence of subεεεε satisfying Requirements 1–5, we can now prove
that the law of beta-reduction for Quqe

0 is valid in Quqe
0 :

Theorem 7.5.2 (Law of Beta-Reduction) Let M be a normal general
model for Quqe

0 . Then

M |= [Aα ↓ ∧ subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq = pCβq] ⊃ [λxαBβ ]Aα ' Cβ .

Proof Let ϕ ∈ assign(M). Assume (a) VMϕ (Aα) is defined and

(b) VMϕ (subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq = pCβq) = T.

We must show

VMϕ ([λxαBβ ]Aα) ' VMϕ (Cβ).

(b) implies

(c) M |= subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq = pCβq

and (d) Cβ is evaluation-free by part 1 of Lemma 7.5.1. Then

VMϕ ([λxαBβ ]Aα) (1)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(Bβ) (2)

' VMϕ (Jsubεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβqKβ) (3)

' VMϕ (JpCβqKβ) (4)

' VMϕ (Cβ). (5)

(2) is by (a) and the semantics of function application and function abstraction;
(3) is by (c) and part 6 of Lemma 7.5.1; (4) is by (b); and (5) is by (d) and the
semantics of evaluation. Therefore, VMϕ ([λxαBβ ]Aα) ' VMϕ (Cβ). 2

7.6 Example: Double Substitution

We mentioned above that subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq may involve a “double sub-
stitution” when Bβ is an evaluation. The following example explores this pos-
sibility when Bβ is the simple evaluation JxεKo.

Let M be any normal general model for Quqe
0 , ϕ ∈ assign(M), and Ao be

an evaluation-free wff in which xε is not free. Then

VMϕ (subεεεε ppAoqq pxεq pJxεKoq) (1)

= VMϕ (subεεεε ppAoqq pxεq Jsubεεεε ppAoqq pxεq pxεqKε) (2)

= VMϕ (subεεεε ppAoqq pxεq JppAoqqKε) (3)

= VMϕ (subεεεε ppAoqq pxεq pAoq) (4)

= VMϕ (pAoq). (5)
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(2) is by the specification of subεεεε, the fact that pAoq is syntactically closed,
and the fact that Ao is evaluation-free; (3) is by the specification of subεεεε;
(4) is by the semantics of evaluation and the fact that pAoq is evaluation-free;
and (5) is by the specification of subεεεε and the fact that xε is not free in Ao.
Therefore,

M |= subεεεε ppAoqq pxεq pJxεKoq) = pAoq

and only the first substitution has an effect.
Now consider the evaluation-free wff xε = xε (in which the variable xε is

free). Then

VMϕ (subεεεε ppxε = xεqq pxεq pJxεKoq) (1)

= VMϕ (subεεεε ppxε = xεqq pxεq Jsubεεεε ppxε = xεqq pxεq pxεqKε) (2)

= VMϕ (subεεεε ppxε = xεqq pxεq Jppxε = xεqqKε) (3)

= VMϕ (subεεεε ppxε = xεqq pxεq pxε = xεq) (4)

= VMϕ (ppxε = xεq = pxε = xεqq). (5)

(1)–(4) are by the same reasoning as above, and (5) is by the specification of
subεεεε. Therefore,

M |= subεεεε ppxε = xεqq pxεq pJxεKoq = ppxε = xεq = pxε = xεqq

and both substitutions have an effect.

7.7 Example: Variable Renaming

In predicate logics like Q0, bound variables can be renamed in a wff (in certain
ways) without changing the meaning the wff. For example, when the variable xα
is renamed to the variable yα (or any other variable of type α) in the evaluation-
free wff λxαxα, the result is the wff λyαyα. λxαxα and λyαyα are logically
equivalent to each other, i.e.,

M |= λxαxα = λyαyα.

In fact, a variable renaming that permutes the names of the variables occurring
in an evaluation-free wff of Quqe

0 without changing the names of the wff’s free
variables preserves the meaning of the wff.

Unfortunately, meaning-preserving variable renamings do not exist for all
the non-evaluation-free wffs of Quqe

0 . As an example, consider the two non-
evaluation-free wffs λxεJxεK〈εε〉 and λyεJyεK〈εε〉 where xε and yε are distinct
variables. Obviously, λyεJyεK〈εε〉 is obtained from λxεJxεK〈εε〉 by renaming xε
to be yε. If we forget about evaluation, we would expect that λxεJxεK〈εε〉
and λyεJyεK〈εε〉 are logically equivalent — but they are not! Let Aε be
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ppair〈εε〉εε xε yεq, and suppose ϕ(xε) = E(xε) and ϕ(yε) = E(yε). Then

VMϕ ([λxεJxεK〈εε〉]Aε)

' VMϕ[xε 7→Vϕ[Aε]]
(JxεK〈εε〉)

' VMϕ[xε 7→Vϕ[Aε]]
(E−1(VMϕ[xε 7→Vϕ[Aε]]

(xε)))

' VMϕ[xε 7→Vϕ[Aε]]
(E−1(E(pair〈εε〉εε xε yε)))

' VMϕ[xε 7→Vϕ[Aε]]
(pair〈εε〉εε xε yε)

= 〈E(pair〈εε〉εε xε yε), E(yε)〉.

Similarly,

VMϕ ([λyεJyεK〈εε〉]Aε) ' 〈E(xε), E(pair〈εε〉εε xε yε)〉.

Therefore, λxεJxεK〈εε〉 and λyεJyεK〈εε〉 are not logically equivalent, but the func-

tions VMϕ (λxεJxεK〈εε〉) and VMϕ (λyεJyεK〈εε〉) are equal on constructions of the
form E(B〈εε〉) where B〈εε〉 is semantically closed.

This example proves the following proposition:

Proposition 7.7.1 Alpha-conversion is not valid in Quqe
0 for some non-

evaluation-free wffs.

Note 19 (Nominal Data Types) Since alpha-conversion is not universally
valid in Quqe

0 , it is not clear whether techniques for managing variable naming
and binding — such as higher-order abstract syntax [46, 52] and nominal tech-
niques [29, 53] — are applicable to Quqe

0 . However, the paper [48] does combine
quotation/evaluation techniques with nominal techniques.

7.8 Limitations of subεεεε

Theorem 7.5.2 shows beta-reduction can be computed using subεεεε. However,
it is obviously not possible to use subεεεε to compute a beta-reduction when the
corresponding application of subεεεε is undefined. There are thus two questions
that concern us:

1. When is an application of subεεεε undefined?

2. When an application of subεεεε is undefined, is the the corresponding beta-
reduction ever valid in Quqe

0 .

Let M be a normal general model for Quqe
0 . There are two cases in which

M |= [subεεεεpAαq pxαq pBβq] ↑ will be true. The first case occurs when the
naive substitution of Aα for the free occurrences of xα in Bβ causes a variable
capture. In this case the corresponding beta-reduction is not valid unless the
bound variables in Bβ are renamed so that the variable capture is avoided. This
can always be done if Bβ is evaluation-free, but as we showed in the previous
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subsection it is not always possible to rename variables in a non-evaluation-free
wff.

The second case in whichM |= [subεεεεpAαq pxαq pBβq]↑ will be true occurs
when the naive cleansing of evaluations in the result of the substitution causes
a variable to escape outside of a quotation. This happens when the body of an
evaluation is not semantically closed after the first substitution. In this case, the
corresponding beta-reduction may be valid. We will illustrate this possibility
with three examples.

Example 1

Let Aαεε be the wff

λxελyεJappεεε xε yεKα

and Bαβ and Cβ be syntactically closed evaluation-free wffs. Then

M |= AαεεpBαβqpCβq ' BαβCβ .

However, we also have

M |= [subεεεε pBαβq pxεq pAαεεq]↑

since the body of the evaluation contains yε after the first substitution. Hence
the beta-reduction of AαεεpBαβqpCβq is valid in Quqe

0 , but the corresponding
application of subεεεε is undefined.

This is a significant limitation. It means, for instance, that using subεεεε we
cannot instantiate a formula with more than one variable within an evaluation
(not in a quotation). An instance of specification 9.9 where the syntactic vari-
ables are replaced with variables is an example of a formula with this property.

In some cases this limitation can be overcome by instantiating all the vari-
ables of type ε within an evaluation together as a group. For example, let A′αεε
be the wff λx〈εε〉Dα where Dα is

Jappεεε [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉][sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]Kα.

Then

VMϕ (subεεεε ppair〈εε〉εε pBαβq pCβqq px〈εε〉q pDαq)

' VMϕ (appεεε [fstε〈εε〉 [pair〈εε〉εε pBαβq pCβq]]

[sndε〈εε〉 [pair〈εε〉εε pBαβq pCβq]])

' VMϕ (appεεε pBαβq pCβq)

' VMϕ (pBαβCβq)

for all ϕ ∈ assign(M). Hence

M |= subεεεε ppair〈εε〉εε pBαβq pCβqq pxεq pDαq = pBαβCβq,
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and so by Theorem 7.5.2

M |= A′αεε [pair〈εε〉εε pBαβq pCβq] ' BαβCβ .

The main reason we have introduced pairs in Quqe
0 is to allow us to express

function abstractions like Aαεε in a form like A′αεε that can be beta-reduced
using subεεεε.

Example 2

Let Cα be the wff [λxεxε]JxεKα. Then

M |= [λxεxε]JxεKα ' JxεKα

but

M |= [subεεεε pJxεKαq pxεq pxεq]↑

since M |= [cleanseεε JxεKα] ↑. We will overcome this limitation of subεεεε by
including

[λxεxε]Aα ' Aα

and the other basic properties of lambda-notation in the axioms of Puqe. These
properties will be presented as schemas similar to Axioms 41–45 in [2].

Example 3

Let Cα be the wff [λxεJxεKα]xε. Then

M |= [λxεJxεKα]xε ' JxεKα

but

M |= [subεεεε pxεq pxεq pJxεKαq]↑

since the body of the evaluation contains xε after the first substitution. We will
overcome this limitation of subεεεε by including

[λxαBβ ]xα ' Bα

in the axioms of Puqe.

8 Proof System

Now that we have defined a mechanism for substitution, we are ready to present
the proof system of Quqe

0 called Puqe. It is derived from Pu, the proof system
of Qu

0 . The presence of undefinedness makes Pu moderately more complicated
than P, the proof system of Q0, but the presence of the type ε and quotation
and evaluation makes Puqe significantly more complicated than Pu. A large
part of the complexity of Quqe

0 is due to the difficulty of beta-reducing wffs that
involve evaluations.
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8.1 Axioms

Puqe consists of a set of axioms and a set of rules of inference. The axioms are
given in this section, while the rules of inference are given in the next section.
The axioms are organized into groups. The members of each group are presented
using one or more formula schemas. A group is called an “Axiom” even though
it consists of infinitely many formulas.

Axiom 1 (Truth Values)

[GooTo ∧GooFo] ≡ ∀xo[Gooxo].

Axiom 2 (Leibniz’ Law)

Aα = Bα ⊃ [HoαAα ≡ HoαBα].

Axiom 3 (Extensionality)

[Fαβ ↓ ∧Gαβ ↓] ⊃ Fαβ = Gαβ ≡ ∀xβ [Fαβxβ ' Gαβxβ ].

Axiom 4 (Beta-Reduction)

1. [Aα ↓ ∧ subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq = pCβq] ⊃ [λxαBβ ]Aα ' Cβ .

2. [λxαxα]Aα ' Aα.

3. Aα ↓ ⊃ [λxαyβ ]Aα ' yβ where xα 6= yβ .

4. Aα ↓ ⊃ [λxαcβ ]Aα ' cα where cβ is a primitive constant.

5. [λxα[BαβCβ ]]Aα ' [[λxαBαβ ]Aα][[λxαCβ ]Aα].

6. Aα ↓ ⊃ [λxα[λxαBβ ]]Aα = λxαBβ .

7. Aα ↓ ∧ [not-free-inoεε pxαq pBγq ∨ not-free-inoεε pyβq pAαq] ⊃
[λxα[λyβBγ ]]Aα = λyβ [[λxαBγ ]Aα] where xα 6= yα.

8. [λxα[if Bo Cβ Dβ ]]Aα ' if [λxαBo]Aα] [λxαCβ ]Aα] [λxαDβ ]Aα].

9. Aα ↓ ⊃ [λxαpBβq]Aα ' pBβq.

10. [λxαBβ ]xα ' Bβ .

Axiom 5 (Tautologous Formulas)

Ao where Ao is tautologous.

Axiom 6 (Definedness)

1. xα ↓.
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2. cα ↓ where cα is a primitive constant.4

3. AoβBβ ↓.

4. [Aαβ ↑ ∨Bβ ↑] ⊃ AαβBβ ' ⊥α.

5. [λxαBβ ]↓.

6. [if Ao Bo Co]↓ .

7. pAαq↓ .

8. JAεKo ↓ .

9. JppAαqqKε ↓ .

10. ∼[eval-freeαoε Aε] ⊃ JAεKα ' ⊥α.

11. ⊥α ↑ where α 6= o.

Axiom 7 (Quasi-Equality)

1. Aα ' Aα.

Axiom 8 (Definite Description)

1. ∃1xαAo ≡ [IxαAo]↓ where α 6= o.

2. [∃1xαAo ∧ subεεεε pIxαAoq pxαq pAoq = pBoq] ⊃ Bo where α 6= o.

Axiom 9 (Ordered Pairs)

1. [pair〈αβ〉βα Aα Bβ = pair〈αβ〉βα Cα Dβ ] ≡ [Aα = Cα ∧Bβ = Dβ ].

2. A〈αβ〉 ↓ ⊃ ∃xα∃yα[A〈αβ〉 = pair〈αβ〉βα xα yβ ].

Axiom 10 (Conditionals)

1. [ifTo Bα Cα] ' Bα.

2. [ifFo Bα Cα] ' Cα.

3. Jif Ao Bε CεKα ' if Ao JBεKα JCεKα.

Axiom 11 (Evaluation)

1. JpxαqKα = xα.

2. JpcαqKα = cα where cα is primitive constant.

3. wffαβoε Aε ⊃ Jappεεε Aε BεKα ' JAεKαβJBεKβ .

4Notice that, for α 6= o, cα ↓ is false if cα is the defined constant ⊥α.
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4. not-free-inoεε pxαq pBεq ⊃ Jabsεεε pxαqBεKβα ' λxαJBεKβ .

5. Jcondεεεε Aε Bε CεKα ' if JAεKo JBεKα JCεKα.

6. Jquotεε AεKε ↓ ⊃ Jquotεε AεKε = Aε.

Axiom 12 (Specifying Axioms)

Ao where Ao is a specifying axiom in Specifications 1–9.

Note 20 (Overview of Axioms) Axioms 1–4 of Quqe
0 correspond to the first

four axioms of Q0. Axioms 1 and 2 say essentially the same thing as the first
and second axioms of Q0 (see the next note). A modificiation of the third axiom
of Q0, Axiom 3 is the axiom of extensionality for partial and total functions.
Axiom 4 is the law of beta-reduction for functions that may be partial and ar-
guments that may be undefined. Axiom 4.1 expresses the law of beta-reduction
with substitution represented by the logical constant subεεεε. Axioms 4.2–9 ex-
press the law of beta-reduction using the basic properties of lambda-notation.
Axiom 4.10 is an additional property of lambda-notation.

Axiom 5 provides the tautologous formulas that are needed to discharge
the definedness conditions and substitution conditions on instances of Axiom 4.
Axiom 6 deals with the definedness properties of wffs; the first five parts of
Axiom 6 address the three principles of the traditional approach. Axiom 7
states the reflexivity law for quasi-equality. Axioms 8 and 9 state the properties
of the logical constants ια(oα) and pair〈αβ〉βα), respectively. Axiom 10 states
the properties of conditionals. Axioms 11 states the properties of evaluation.
Axiom 12 gives the specifying axioms of the 12 logical constants involving the
type ε.

Note 21 (Schemas vs. Universal Formulas) The proof systems P and Pu

are intended to be mimimalist axiomatizations of Q0 and Qu
0 . For instance,

in both systems the first three axiom groups are single universal formulas that
express three different fundamental ideas. In contrast, the first three axiom
groups of Puqe are formula schemas that present all the instances of the three
universal formulas. The instances of the these universal formulas are obtained
in P and Pu by substitution. Formulas schemas are employed in Puqe instead
of universal formulas for the sake of convenience and uniformity. In fact, the
only axiom presented as a single formula in Axioms 1–12 is Specification 4.29,
the principle of induction for type ε.

Note 22 (Syntactic Side Conditions) The syntactic conditions placed on
the syntactic variables in the schemas in Axioms 1–12 come in a few simple
forms:

1. A syntactic variable Aα can be any wff of type α.

2. A syntactic variable xα can be any variable of type α.
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3. A syntactic variable cα with the condition “cα is a primitive constant”
can be any primitive constant of type α,

4. A syntactic variable Aα with the condition “Aα is a not a variable” can
be any wff of type α that is not a variable.

5. A syntactic variable Aα with the condition “Aα is a not a primitive con-
stant” can be any wff of type α that is not a primitive constant.

6. Two variables must be distinct.

7. Two primitive constants must be distinct.

8. Two types must be distinct.

Notice that none of these syntactic side conditions refer to notions concerning
free variables and substitution.

8.2 Rules of Inference

Quqe
0 has just two rules of inference:

Rule 1 (Quasi-Equality Substitution) From Aα ' Bα and Co infer
the result of replacing one occurrence of Aα in Co by an occurrence of Bα,
provided that the occurrence of Aα in Co is not within a quotation, not
the first argument of a function abstraction, and not the second argument
of an evaluation.

Rule 2 (Modus Ponens) From Ao and Ao ⊃ Bo infer Bo.

Note 23 (Overview of Rules of Inference) Quqe
0 has the same two rules of

inference asQu
0 . Rule 1 (Quasi-Equality Substitution) corresponds toQ0’s single

rule of inference, which is equality substitution. These rules are exactly the same
except that the Quqe

0 rule requires only quasi-equality (') between the target
wff and the substitution wff, while the Q0 rule requires equality (=). Rule 2
(Modus Ponens) is a primitive rule of inference in Quqe

0 , but modus ponens is a
derived rule of inference in Q0. Modus ponens must be primitive in Quqe

0 since
it is needed to discharge the definedness conditions and substitution conditions
on instances of Axiom 4, the law of beta-reduction.

8.3 Proofs

Let Ao be a formula and H be a set of sentences (i.e., semantically closed
formulas) of Quqe

0 . A proof of Ao from H in Puqe is a finite sequence of wffso,
ending with Ao, such that each member in the sequence is an axiom of Puqe, a
member of H, or is inferred from preceding members in the sequence by a rule
of inference of Puqe. We write H ` Ao to mean there is a proof of Ao from H
in Puqe. ` Ao is written instead of ∅ ` Ao. Ao is a theorem of Puqe if ` Ao.
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Now let H be a set of syntactically closed evaluation-free formulas of Quqe
0 .

(Recall that a syntactically closed evaluation-free formula is also semantically
closed by Lemma 7.2.4.) An evaluation-free proof of Ao from H in Puqe is
a proof of Ao from H that is a sequence of evaluation-free wffso. We write
H `ef Ao to mean there is an evaluation-free proof of Ao from H in Puqe.
Obviously, H `ef Ao implies H ` Ao. `ef Ao is written instead of ∅ `ef Ao.
H is consistent in Puqe if there is no proof of Fo from H in Puqe.

Note 24 (Proof from Hypotheses) Andrews employs in [2] a more compli-
cated notion of a “proof from hypotheses” in which a hypothesis is not required
to be semantically or syntactically closed. We have chosen to use the simpler no-
tion since it is difficult to define Andrews’ notion in the presence of evaluations
and we can manage well enough in this paper with having only semantically or
syntactically closed hypotheses.

9 Soundness

Puqe is sound for Quqe
0 if H ` Ao implies H |=n Ao whenever Ao is a formula

and H is a set of sentences of Quqe
0 . We will prove that the proof system Puqe

is sound for Quqe
0 by showing that its axioms are valid in every normal general

model forQuqe
0 and its rules of inference preserve validity in every normal general

model for Quqe
0 .

9.1 Axioms and Rules of Inference

Lemma 9.1.1 Each axiom of Puqe is valid in every normal general model for
Quqe

0 .

Proof Let M = 〈{Dα | α ∈ T },J 〉 be a normal general model for Quqe
0 and

ϕ ∈ assign(M). There are 16 cases, one for each group of axioms.

Axiom 1 The proof is similar to the proof of 5402 for Axiom 1 in [2, p. 241]
when VMϕ (Goo) is defined. The proof is straightforward when VMϕ (Goo) is
undefined.

Axiom 2 The proof is similar to the proof of 5402 for Axiom 2 in [2, p. 242]
when VMϕ (Hoα) is defined. The proof is straightforward when VMϕ (Hoα) is
undefined.

Axiom 3 The proof is similar to the proof of 5402 for Axiom 3 in [2, p. 242].

Axiom 4

Axiom 4.1 Each instance of Axiom 4.1 is valid inM by Theorem 7.5.2.

Axiom 4.2 We must show

(a) VMϕ ([λxαxα]Aα) ' VMϕ (Aα)
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to prove Axiom 4.2 is valid in M. If VMϕ (Aα) is undefined, then clearly

(a) is true. So assume (b) VMϕ (Aα) is defined. Then

VMϕ ([λxαxα]Aα) (1)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(xα) (2)

' VMϕ (Aα) (3)

(2) is by (b) and the semantics of function application and function ab-
straction, and (3) is by the semantics of variables.

Axiom 4.3 Assume (a) VMϕ (Aα) is defined and (b) xα 6= yβ . We must
show

VMϕ ([λxαyβ ]Aα) ' VMϕ (yβ)

to prove Axiom 4.3 is valid in M. Then

VMϕ ([λxαyβ ]Aα) (1)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(yβ) (2)

' VMϕ (yβ). (3)

(2) is by (a) and the semantics of function application and function ab-
straction, and (3) is by (b) and the semantics of variables.

Axiom 4.4 Similar to Axiom 4.3.

Axiom 4.5 We must show

(a) VMϕ ([λxα[BαβCβ ]]Aα) ' VMϕ ([[λxαBαβ ]Aα][[λxαCβ ]Aα])

to prove Axiom 4.5 is valid in M. If VMϕ (Aα) is undefined, then clearly

(a) is true. So assume (b) VMϕ (Aα) is defined. Then

VMϕ ([λxα[BαβCβ ]]Aα) (1)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(BαβCβ) (2)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(Bαβ)(VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(Cβ)) (3)

' VMϕ ([λxαBαβ ]Aα)(VMϕ ([λxαCβ ]Aα)) (4)

' VMϕ ([[λxαBαβ ]Aα][[λxαCβ ]Aα]). (5)

(2) and (4) are by (b) and the semantics of function application and func-
tion abstraction, and (3) and (5) are by the semantics of function appli-
cation.
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Axiom 4.6 Assume (a) VMϕ (Aα) is defined. We must show

VMϕ ([λxα[λxαBβ ]]Aα)(d) ' VMϕ (λxαBβ)(d),

where d ∈ Dα, to prove Axiom 4.6 is valid in M.

VMϕ ([λxα[λxαBβ ]]Aα)(d) (1)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(λxαBβ)(d) (2)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)][xα 7→d](Bβ) (3)

' VMϕ[xα 7→d](Bβ) (4)

' VMϕ (λxαBβ ])(d). (5)

(2) is by (a) and the semantics of function application and function ab-
straction; (3) and (5) are by the semantics of function abstraction; and
(4) is by

ϕ[xα 7→ VMϕ (Aα)][xα 7→ d] = ϕ[xα 7→ d].

Axiom 4.7 Assume (a) VMϕ (Aα) is defined, (b) xα 6= yβ , and

(c) M |= not-free-inoεε pxαq pBγq or

M |= not-free-inoεε pyβq pAαq.

We must show

VMϕ ([λxα[λyβBγ ]]Aα)(d) ' VMϕ (λyβ [[λxαBγ ]Aα])(d),

where d ∈ Dβ , to prove Axiom 4.7 is valid in M.

VMϕ ([λxα[λyβBγ ]]Aα)(d) (1)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(λyβBγ)(d) (2)

' VMϕ[xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)][yβ 7→d](Bγ) (3)

' VMϕ[yβ 7→d][xα 7→VM
ϕ (Aα)]

(Bγ) (4)

' VMϕ[yβ 7→d][xα 7→VM
ϕ[yβ 7→d]

(Aα)]
(Bγ) (5)

' VMϕ[yβ 7→d]([λxαBγ ]Aα) (6)

' VMϕ (λyβ [[λxαBγ ]Aα])(d) (7)

(2) and (6) are by (a) and the semantics of function application and func-
tion abstraction; (3) and (7) are by the semantics of function abstraction;
(4) is by (b); and (5) is by (c) and part 2 of Lemma 7.3.1.

Axiom 4.8 Similar to Axiom 4.5.
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Axiom 4.9 Similar to Axiom 4.3.

Axiom 4.10 We must show

VMϕ ([λxαBβ ]xα) ' VMϕ (Bβ)

to prove Axiom 4.10 is valid in M.

VMϕ ([λxαBβ ]xα) (1)

' VMϕ[xα 7→ϕ(xα)](Bβ) (2)

' VMϕ (Bβ) (3)

(2) is by the semantics of function application, function abstraction, vari-
ables; and (3) is by ϕ = ϕ[xα 7→ ϕ(xα)].

Axiom 5 The propositional constants To and Fo and the propositional con-
nectives ∧ooo, ∨ooo, and ⊃ooo have their usual meanings in a general model.
Hence any tautologous formula is valid in M.

Axiom 6 M |= Aα ↓ iff VMϕ (Aα) is defined for all ϕ ∈ assign(M). Hence
Axioms 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6,7, and 6.8 are valid in M by conditions 1,
2, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 in the definition of a general model. Axiom 6.9 is valid
in M by the fact that quotations are evaluation-free and conditions 6 and 7 in
definition of a general model. Axiom 6.10 is valid in M by Proposition 7.2.1
and condition 7 in the definition of a general model. Axiom 6.11 is valid in M
since J (ια(oα)) is a unique member selector on Dα and λxα[xα 6= xα] represents
the empty set.

Axiom 7 Clearly, VMϕ (Aα ' Aα) = T iff VMϕ (Aα) ' VMϕ (Aα), which is
always true. Hence M |= Aα ' Aα.

Axiom 8

Axiom 8.1 Axiom 8.1 is valid inM since J (ια(oα)) is a unique member
selector on Dα.

Axiom 8.2 Assume (a) VMϕ (∃1xαAo) = T and

VMϕ (subεεεε pIxαAoq pxαq pAoq = pBoq) = T.

We must show VMϕ (Bo) = T to prove that Axiom 8.2 is valid in M.

Axiom 8.1 and (a) implies VMϕ (IxαAo) is defined. (a) and the fact that
J (ια(oα)) is a unique member selector on Dα implies

VMϕ ([λxαAo][IxαAo]) = T.

Then VMϕ ([λxαAo][IxαAo] = Bo) by the proof for Axiom 4. Thus

VMϕ (Bo) = T.
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Axiom 9 Axiom 9.1 is valid in M since J (pair〈αβ〉βα) is a pairing function
on Dα and Dβ . Axiom 9.2 is valid in M since every p ∈ D〈αβ〉 is a pair 〈a, b〉
where a ∈ Dα and b ∈ Dβ and J (pair〈αβ〉βα) is a pairing function on Dα and
Dβ .

Axiom 10 Axioms 10.1 and 10.2 are valid inM by condition 5 in the definition
of a general model. VMϕ (Ao) = T implies VMϕ (Jif Ao Bε CεKα) ' VMϕ (JBεKα)

and VMϕ (Ao) = F implies VMϕ (Jif Ao Bε CεKα) ' VMϕ (JCεKα) by conditions 5
and 7 in the definition of a general model. Hence Axiom 10.3 is valid in M.

Axiom 11

Axioms 11.1 and 11.2 Immediate by condition 7 in the definition of a
general model since variables and primitive constants are evaluation-free.

Axiom 11.3 Assume VMϕ (wffαβoε Aε) = T. This implies (a) VMϕ (Aε) =
E(Cαβ) for some Cαβ . We must show X ' Y where X is

VMϕ (Jappεεε Aε BεKα)

and Y is

VMϕ (JAεKαβJBεKβ).

First, assume (b) VMϕ (Bε) = E(Dβ) for some Dβ . If (c) CαβDβ is
evaluation-free, then

VMϕ (Jappεεε Aε BεKα) (1)

' VMϕ (Jappεεε E(Cαβ) E(Dβ)Kα) (2)

' VMϕ (JE(CαβDβ)Kα) (3)

' VMϕ (CαβDβ) (4)

' VMϕ (Cαβ)(VMϕ (Dβ)) (5)

' VMϕ (JE(Cαβ)Kαβ)(VMϕ (JE(Dβ)Kβ)) (6)

' VMϕ (JAεKαβ)(VMϕ (JBεKβ)) (7)

' VMϕ (JAεKαβJBεKβ). (8)

(2) and (7) are by (a), (b), and Proposition 6.2.1; (3) is by the definition
of E ; (4) and (6) are by (c) and the semantics of evaluation; and (5) and
(8) are by the semantics of function application. Hence X ' Y . If CαβDβ

is not evaluation-free, then Cαβ or Dβ is not evaluation-free. Then X and
Y are both undefined by the semantics of evaluation and the beginning
and end of the derivation above. Hence X ' Y .

Second, assume VMϕ (Bε) = E(Dγ) with γ 6= β. Then X is undefined by
Specifications 6.4 and 6.5, the semantics of evaluation, and the beginning
of the derivation above, and Y is undefined by the semantics of evaluation
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and function application and the end of the derivation above. Hence
X ' Y .

Third, assume VMϕ (Bε) = d where d is a nonstandard construction.
Then X is undefined by Lemmas 6.3.2 and 6.3.3, and Y is undefined
by Lemma 6.3.2 and the semantics of function application. Hence X ' Y
in this case, and therefore, in every case.

Axiom 11.4 Let

(a) VMϕ (not-free-inoεε pxαq pBεq) = T

and d ∈ Dα. It suffices to show X(d) ' Y (d) where X is

VMϕ (Jabsεεε pxαqBεKβα)

and Y is

VMϕ (λxαJBεKβ).

First, assume (b) VMϕ (Bε) = E(Cβ) for some Cβ . This implies

(c) VMϕ[xα 7→d](Bε) = E(Cβ) by (a) and part 2 of Lemma 7.3.1. If (d)
Cβ is evaluation-free, then

VMϕ (Jabsεεε pxαqBεKβα)(d) (1)

' VMϕ (Jabsεεε pxαq E(Cβ)Kβα)(d) (2)

' VMϕ (JE(λxαCβ)Kβα)(d) (3)

' VMϕ (λxαCβ)(d) (4)

' VMϕ[xα 7→d](Cβ) (5)

' VMϕ[xα 7→d](JE(Cβ)Kβ) (6)

' VMϕ[xα 7→d](JBεKβ) (7)

' VMϕ (λxαJBεKβ)(d). (8)

(2) is by (b) and Proposition 6.2.1; (3) is by the definition of E ; (4) and (6)
are by the semantics of evaluation and (d); (5) and (8) are by the semantics
of function abstraction; and (7) is by (c) and and Proposition 6.2.1. Hence
X(d) ' Y (d). If Cβ is not evaluation-free, then X(d) and Y (d) are both
undefined by the semantics of evaluation and the beginning and end of
the derivation above. Hence X(d) ' Y (d).

Second, assume VMϕ (Bε) = E(Cγ) for some Cγ where γ 6= β. Then
X(d) is undefined by the semantics of evaluation and the beginning of the
derivation above, and Y (d) is undefined by the semantics of evaluation
and the end of the derivation above. Hence X(d) ' Y (d).

Third, assume VMϕ (Bε) is a nonstandard construction. Then X(d) is un-
defined by Lemmas 6.3.2 and 6.3.3, and Y (d) is undefined by Lemma 6.3.2.
Hence X(d) ' Y (d) in this case, and therefore, in every case.
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Axiom 11.5 Similar to Axiom 11.3.

Axiom 11.6 First, assume VMϕ (Aε) = E(Bα) for some Bα. Then

VMϕ (Jquotεε AεKε). (1)

' VMϕ (Jquotεε E(Bα)Kε). (2)

' VMϕ (JE(pBαq)Kε). (3)

' VMϕ (pBαq). (4)

' VMϕ (Aε). (5)

(2) is by Proposition 6.2.1; (3) is by the definition of E ; (4) by the semantics
of evaluation and the fact that quotations are evaluation-free; and (5) is
by Specification 1. Hence VMϕ (Jquotεε AεKε) = VMϕ (Aε) since VMϕ (Aε) is
defined.

Second, assume VMϕ (Aε) 6= E(Bα) for all Bα. Then VMϕ (quotεε Aε) 6=
E(Aα) for all Bα by Lemma 6.3.3. Hence VMϕ (Jquotεε AεKε) is undefined
by Lemma 6.3.2. Therefore, Axiom 11.6 is valid in M in both cases.

Axiom 12 Each axiom of this group is a specifying axiom and thus is valid
in M since M is normal. 2

Lemma 9.1.2 Each rule of inference of Puqe preserves validity in every normal
general model for Quqe

0 .

Proof Let M be a normal general model for Quqe
0 . We must show that Rules

1 and 2 preserve validity in M.

Rule 1 Suppose Co and C′o are wffs such that C′o is the result of replacing one
occurrence of Aα in Co by an occurrence of Bα, provided that the occurrence
of Aα in Co is not within a quotation, not the first argument of a function
abstraction, and not the second argument of an evaluation. Then it easily follows
that VMϕ (Aα) ' VMϕ (Bα) for all ϕ ∈ assign(M) implies VMϕ (Co) = VMϕ (C′o)
for all ϕ ∈ assign(M) by induction on the size of Co. Hence M |= Aα ' Bα

implies M |= Co = C′o since M |= Aα ' Bα implies VMϕ (Aα) ' VMϕ (Bα) for
all ϕ ∈ assign(M). Therefore, Rule 1 preserves validity in M.

Rule 2 Since ⊃ooo has its usual meaning in a general model, Rule 2 obviously
preserves validity in M. 2

9.2 Soundness and Consistency Theorems

Theorem 9.2.1 (Soundness Theorem) Puqe is sound for Quqe
0 .

Proof Assume H ` Ao and M |= H where Ao is a formula of Quqe
0 , H is a

set of sentences of Quqe
0 , and M is a normal general model for Quqe

0 . We must
show thatM |= Ao. By Lemma 9.1.1, each axiom of Puqe is valid inM, and by
Lemma 9.1.2, each rule of inference of Puqe preserve validity in M. Therefore,
H ` Ao implies M |= Ao. 2
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Theorem 9.2.2 (Consistency Theorem) Let H be a set of sentences of
Quqe

0 . If H has a normal general model, then H is consistent in Puqe.

Proof LetM be a normal general model for H. Assume that H is inconsistent
in Puqe, i.e., that H ` Fo. Then, by the Soundness Theorem, H |=n Fo and
hence M |= Fo. This means that VMϕ (Fo) = T and thus VMϕ (Fo) 6= F (for any
assignment ϕ), which contradicts the definition of a general model. 2

10 Some Metatheorems

We will prove several metatheorems ofQuqe
0 . Most of them will be metatheorems

that we need in order to prove the evaluation-free completeness of Quqe
0 in

section 11 and the results in section 12.

10.1 Analogs to Metatheorems of Q0

Most of the metatheorems we prove in this subsection are analogs of the metathe-
orems of Q0 proven in section 52 of [2]. There will be two versions for many of
them, the first restricted to evaluation-free proofs and the second unrestricted.
In this subsection, let Hef be a set of syntactically closed evaluation-free formu-
las of Quqe

0 and H be a set of sentences of Quqe
0 .

Proposition 10.1.1 (Analog of 5200 in [2])

1. `ef Aα ' Aα where Aα is evaluation-free.

2. ` Aα ' Aα.

Proof By Axiom 7 for both parts. 2

Theorem 10.1.2 (Tautology Theorem: Analog of 5234)

1. Let A1
o, . . . ,A

n
o ,Bo be evaluation-free. If Hef `ef A1

o, . . . , Hef `ef An
o and

[A1
o ∧ · · · ∧An

o ] ⊃ Bo is tautologous for n ≥ 1, then Hef `ef Bo. Also, if
Bo is tautologous, then Hef `ef Bo.

2. If H ` A1
o, . . . , H ` An

o and [A1
o ∧ · · · ∧ An

o ] ⊃ Bo is tautologous for
n ≥ 1, then H ` Bo. Also, if Bo is tautologous, then H ` Bo.

Proof Follows from Axiom 5 (Tautologous Formulas) and Rule 2 (Modus
Ponens) for both parts. 2

Lemma 10.1.3

1. `ef [Aα = Bα] ⊃ [Aα ' Bα] where Aα and Bα are evaluation-free.

2. ` [Aα = Bα] ⊃ [Aα ' Bα].
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Proof Follows from the definition of ' and the Tautology Theorem for both
parts. 2

Lemma 10.1.4

1. If Hef `ef Aα ↓ or Hef `ef Bα ↓, then Hef `ef Aα ' Bα implies Hef `ef
Aα = Bα where Aα and Bα are evaluation-free.

2. If H ` Aα ↓ or H ` Bα ↓, then H ` Aα ' Bα implies H ` Aα = Bα.

Proof Follows from the definition of ' and the Tautology Theorem for both
parts. 2

Corollary 10.1.5 `ef To.

Proof By the definition of To, Axiom 6.2, Lemma 10.1.4, and Proposition 10.1.1.
2

Both versions of the Quasi-Equality Rules (analog of the Equality Rules
(5201)) follow from Lemma 10.1.1 and Rule 1. By virtue of Lemmas 10.1.3 and
the Quasi-Equality Rules, Rule 1 is valid if the hypothesis Aα ' Bα is replaced
by Bα ' Aα, Aα = Bα, or Bα = Aα,

Proposition 10.1.6

1. `ef Ao ↓ where Ao is evaluation-free.

2. ` Ao ↓.

Proof By Axioms 6.1–3 and 6.5–8 for both parts. 2

Lemma 10.1.7 Let Aα and Bβ be evaluation-free. Either

`ef [subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq]↑

or

`ef subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq = pCβq

for some (evaluation-free) wff Cβ.

Proof Follows from Axiom 6.11, Axiom 10, Lemma 10.1.3, Specifications 7–9,
the Tautology Theorem, and Rule 1. 2

When Aα and Bβ are evaluation-free, let Sxα
Aα

Bβ be the wff
subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq denotes if subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq is defined and be un-
defined otherwise.
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Theorem 10.1.8 (Beta-Reduction Theorem: Analog of 5207)

1. `ef Aα ↓ ⊃ [λxαBβ ]Aα ' Sxα
Aα

Bβ, provided Sxα
Aα

Bβ is defined, where Aα

and Bβ are evaluation-free.

2. ` [Aα ↓ ∧ subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBβq = pCβq] ⊃ [λxαBβ ]Aα ' Cβ .

Proof Part 1 is by Axiom 4, Lemma 10.1.7, and the Tautology Theorem.
Part 2 is immediately by Axiom 4.1. 2

Theorem 10.1.9 (Universal Instantiation: Analog of 5215)

1. If Hef `ef Aα ↓ and Hef `ef ∀xαBo, then Hef `ef Sxα
Aα

Bo, provided Sxα
Aα

Bβ

is defined, where Aα and Bβ are evaluation-free.

2. If H ` Aα ↓, H ` subεεεε pAαq pxαq pBoq = pCoq, and H ` ∀xαBo, then
H ` Co.

3. If H ` [λxαBo]Aα = Co and H ` ∀xαBo, then H ` Co.

4. If H ` ∀xαBo, then H ` Bo.

Proof

Part 1

Hef `ef λxαTo = λxαBo. (1)

Hef `ef [λxαTo]Aα ' [λxαBo]Aα. (2)

Hef `ef To ' Sxα
Aα

Bβ . (3)

Hef `ef Sxα
Aα

Bβ . (4)

(1) is by the definition of ∀; (2) follows from (1) by the Quasi-Equality Rules; (3)
follows from (2) by the first hypothesis, the Beta-Reduction Theorem (part 1),
and Rule 1; and (4) follows from (3) and Corollary 10.1.5 by Rule 1.

Part 2 Similar to Part 1.

Part 3 Similar to Part 1.

Part 4 Follows from Axiom 4.10, Lemma 10.1.4, and part 3 of this theorem.
2

Theorem 10.1.10 (Universal Generalization: Analog of 5220)

1. If Hef `ef Ao, then Hef `ef ∀xαAo where Ao is evaluation-free.

2. If H ` Ao, then H ` ∀xαAo.
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Proof

Part 1

Hef `ef Ao (1)

Hef `ef To = Ao (2)

Hef `ef λxαTo = λxαTo (3)

Hef `ef ∀xαAo. (4)

(1) is by hypothesis; (2) follows from (1) by the Tautology Theorem; (3) is by
Axiom 6.5, Lemma 10.1.4, and Proposition 10.1.1; and (4) follows from (2) and
(3) by Rule 1 and the definition of ∀.
Part 2 Similar to Part 1. 2

Lemma 10.1.11 (Analog of 5209) If `ef Aα ↓ and `ef Bβ ' Cβ, then `ef
Sxα
Aα

[Bβ ' Cβ ], provided Sxα
Aα

[Bβ ' Cβ ] is defined.

Proof Similar to the proof of 5209 in [2]. It uses Proposition 10.1.1, the
Beta-Reduction Theorem (part 1), and Rule 1. 2

Corollary 10.1.12 If `ef Aα ↓ and `ef Bo = Co, then `ef Sxα
Aα

[Bo = Co],
provided Sxα

Aα
[Bo = Co] is defined.

Proof By Lemma 10.1.3, Lemma 10.1.11, Proposition 10.1.6, and the Tautology
Theorem. 2

Lemma 10.1.13 (Analog of 5205) `ef fαβ = λyβ [fαβyβ ].

Proof Similar to the proof of 5205 in [2]. It uses Axiom 3, Axioms 6.1 and
6.5, Corollary 10.1.12, Lemmas 10.1.3 and 10.1.4, the Quasi-Equality Rules, the
Beta-Reduction Theorem (part 1), and Rule 1. 2

Lemma 10.1.14 (Analog of 5206) `ef λxβAα = λzβSxβ
zβ
Aα, provided zβ is

not free in Aα and Sxβ
zβ
Aα is defined.

Proof Similar to the proof of 5206 in [2]. It employs Axioms 6.1 and 6.5,
Corollary 10.1.12, Lemma 10.1.13, the Beta-Reduction Theorem (part 1), and
Rule 1. 2

Analogs of α-conversion, β-conversion, and η-conversion in [2] for evaluation-
free proof are obtained directly from Lemma 10.1.14, the Beta-Reduction The-
orem (part 1), Lemma 10.1.13 using Lemma 10.1.11 and Rule 1.

Theorem 10.1.15 (Deduction Theorem: Analog of 5240) Let Ao and
Ho be syntactically closed evaluation-free formulas. If Hef ∪ {Ho} `ef Ao, then
Hef `ef Ho ⊃ Ao.

Proof Similar to the proof of 5240 in [2]. It uses Axioms 1–3 and 6, the Tau-
tology Theorem, the Beta-Reduction Theorem (part 1), Universal Instantiation
(part 1), Universal Generalization, α-conversion, and Rule 1. 2
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10.2 Other Metatheorems

The metatheorems we prove in this subsection are not analogs of metatheorems
of Q0; they involve ordered pairs, quotation, and evaluation.

Lemma 10.2.1 (Ordered Pairs)

1. `ef ∀xα∀yβ [pair〈αβ〉βα xα yβ ]↓.

2. `ef ∀xα∀yβ [fstα〈αβ〉 [pair〈αβ〉βα xα yβ ] = xα].

3. `ef ∀xα∀yβ [sndβ〈αβ〉 [pair〈αβ〉βα xα yβ ] = vβ ].

4. `ef ∀z〈αβ〉[pair〈αβ〉βα[fstα〈αβ〉 z〈αβ〉][sndβ〈αβ〉 z〈αβ〉] = z〈αβ〉].

Proof These four metatheorems of Quqe
0 can be straightforwardly proved using

the definitions of fstα〈αβ〉 and sndβ〈αβ〉 and Axioms 8 and 9. 2

Theorem 10.2.2 (Injectiveness of Quotation) If `ef pAαq = pBαq, then
Aα = Bα.

Proof Assume `ef pAαq = pBαq. By Specification 1 and Rule 1, this implies
`ef E(Aα) = E(Bβ). From this and Specifications 4.1–28, we can prove that
Aα = Bα by induction on the size of Aα. 2

Theorem 10.2.3 (Disquotation Theorem) If Dδ is evaluation-free, then
` JpDδqKα ' Dδ.

Proof The proof is by induction on the size of Dδ.

Case 1: Dδ is xα. Then ` JpxαqKα = xα by Axiom 11.1.

Case 2: Dδ is a primitive constant cα. Then ` JpcαqKα = cα by Ax-
iom 11.2.

Case 3: Dδ is AαβBβ . Assume (a) AαβBβ is evaluation-free. (a) implies
(b) Aαβ and Bβ are evaluation-free. Then we can derive the conclusion
of the theorem as follows:

` JpAαβBβqKα ' JpAαβBβqKα. (1)

` JpAαβBβqKα ' JE(AαβBβ)Kα. (2)

` JpAαβBβqKα ' Jappεεε E(Aαβ) E(Bβ)Kα. (3)

` JpAαβBβqKα ' Jappεεε pAαβq pBβqKα. (4)

` Jappεεε pAαβq pBβqKα ' JpAαβqKαβJpBβqKβ . (5)

` JpAαβBβqKα ' JpAαβqKαβJpBβqKβ . (6)

` JpAαβBβqKα ' AαβBβ . (7)

(1) is by Proposition 10.1.1; (2) and (4) follow from the (1) and (3),
respectively, and Specification 1 by Rule 1; (3) follows from (2) by the
definition of E ; (5) is by Axiom 11.3; (6) follows from (4) and (5) by
Rule 1; (7) follows from (b), the induction hypothesis, and (6) by Rule 1.
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Case 4: Dδ is λxβAα. Similar to Case 2. It is necessary to use the fact
that E(Aα) is semantically closed.

Case 5: Dδ is if Ao Bα Cα. Similar to Case 2.

Case 6: Dδ is pAαq. Then we can derive the conclusion of the theorem
as follows:

` JppAαqqKε ' JppAαqqKε. (1)

` JppAαqqKε ' JE(pAαq)Kε. (2)

` JppAαqqKε ' Jquotεε E(Aα)Kε. (3)

` JppAαqqKε ' Jquotεε pAαqKε. (4)

` Jquotεε pAαqKε ' if Jquotεε pAαqKε ↓ pAαq⊥ε. (5)

` Jquotεε pAαqKε ' if JppAαqqKε ↓ pAαq⊥ε. (6)

` JppAαqqKε ↓ . (7)

` Jquotεε pAαqKε ' pAαq. (8)

` JppAαqqKε ' pAαq. (9)

(1) is by Proposition 10.1.1; (2) and (4) follow from the (1) and (3),
respectively, and Specification 1 by Rule 1; (3) follows from (2) by the
definition of E ; (5) is by Axiom 11.6; (6) follows from (4) and (5) by
Rule 1; (7) is by Axiom 6.8; (8) follows from (6) and (7) by Axiom 10.1
and Rule 1; and (9) follows from (4) and (8) by Rule 1.

Case 7: Dδ is JAεKα. The theorem holds trivially in this case since Dδ

is not evaluation-free.

2

11 Completeness

Puqe is complete for Quqe
0 if H |=n Ao implies H ` Ao whenever Ao is a formula

and H is a set of sentences of Quqe
0 . However, Puqe is actually not complete for

Quqe
0 . For instance, let Ao be the sentence

[λxελyεJappεεε xε yεKα]p∼ooqpToq = Fo.

Then, as observed in subsection 7.8, |=n Ao holds but ` Ao does not hold.
Puqe is evaluation-free complete for Quqe

0 if H |=ef
n Ao implies H `ef Ao

whenever Ao is an evaluation-free formula and H is a set of syntactically closed
evaluation-free formulas of Quqe

0 . We will prove that Puqe is evaluation-free
complete. Our proof will closely follow the proof of Theorem 22 (Henkin’s
Completeness Theorem for Qu

0) in [23] which itself is based on the proof of 5502
(Henkin’s Completeness and Soundness Theorem) in [2].
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11.1 Extension Lemma

For any set S, let card(S) be the cardinality of S. Let L(Quqe
0 ) be the set of

wffs of Quqe
0 , let κ = card(L(Quqe

0 )), let Cα be a well-ordered set of cardinality
κ of new primitive constants of type α for each α ∈ T , and let C =

⋃
α∈T Cα.

Define Quqe
0 to be the logic that extends Quqe

0 as follows. The syntax of Quqe
0

is obtained from the syntax of Quqe
0 by adding the members of C to the primi-

tive constants of Quqe
0 without extending the set of quotations of Quqe

0 . That is,

pcαq is not a wff of Quqe
0 for all cα ∈ C, and E is still only defined on the wffs

of Quqe
0 . Let L(Quqe

0 ) be the set of wffs of Quqe
0 . Obviously, card(L(Quqe

0 )) = κ.

The semantics of Quqe
0 is the same as the semantics of Quqe

0 except that a

general or evaluation-free model for Quqe
0 is a general or evaluation-free model

〈{Dα | α ∈ T },J 〉 for Quqe
0 where the domain of J has been extended to in-

clude C. Let Puqe be the proof system that is obtained from Puqe by replacing
the phrase “primitive constant” with the phrase “primitive constant not in C”
in each formula schema in Specifications 1–9 and Axioms 1–12 except Axiom
6.2. Since L(Quqe

0 ) is a proper superset of L(Quqe
0 ), the axioms of Puqe are a

proper superset of the axioms of Puqe. Puqe has the same rules of inference as
Puqe. Let H `ef Ao mean there is an evaluation-free proof of Ao from H in
Puqe. Assume Quqe

0 inherits all the other definitions of Quqe
0 .

An xwff of Quqe
0 is a syntactically closed evaluation-free wff of Quqe

0 . An

xwffα is an xwff of type α. Let H be a set of xwffso of Quqe
0 . H is evaluation-free

complete in Puqe if, for every xwffo Ao of Quqe
0 , either H `ef Ao or H `ef∼Ao.

H is evaluation-free extensionally complete in Puqe if, for every xwffo of the
form Aαβ = Bαβ of Quqe

0 , there is an xwff Cβ such that:

1. H `ef Cβ ↓.

2. H `ef [Aαβ ↓ ∧Bαβ ↓ ∧ [AαβCβ ' BαβCβ ]] ⊃ [Aαβ = Bαβ ].

Lemma 11.1.1 (Extension Lemma) Let G be a set of xwffso of Quqe
0 con-

sistent in Puqe. Then there is a set H of xwffso of Quqe
0 such that:

1. G ⊆ H.

2. H is consistent in Puqe.

3. H is evaluation-free complete in Puqe.

4. H is evaluation-free extensionally complete in Puqe.

Proof The proof is very close to the proof of 5500 in [2]. By transfinite
induction, a set Gτ of xwffsα is defined for each ordinal τ ≤ κ. The main
difference between our proof and the proof of 5500 is that, in case (c) of the
definition of Gτ+1,

Gτ+1 = Gτ ∪ {∼[Aαβ ↓ ∧Bαβ ↓ ∧ [Aαβcβ ' Bαβcβ ]]}
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where cβ is the first constant in Cβ that does not occur in Gτ or Aαβ = Bαβ .

(Notice that `ef cβ ↓ by Axiom 6.2.)
To prove that Gτ+1 is consistent in Puqe assuming Gτ is consistent in Puqe

when Gτ+1 is obtained by case (c) , it is necessary to show that, if

Gτ `ef Aαβ ↓ ∧Bαβ ↓ ∧ [Aαβcβ ' Bαβcβ ],

then Gτ `ef Aαβ = Bαβ . Assume the hypothesis of this statement. Let P be an
evaluation-free proof of

Aαβ ↓ ∧Bαβ ↓ ∧ [Aαβcβ ' Bαβcβ ]

from a finite subset S of Gτ , and let xβ be a variable that does not occur in P
or S. Since cβ does not occur in Gτ , Aαβ , or Bαβ and cβ ∈ C, the result of
substituting xβ for each occurrence of cβ in P is an evaluation-free proof of

Aαβ ↓ ∧Bαβ ↓ ∧ [Aαβxβ ' Bαβxβ ]

from S. Therefore,

S `ef Aαβ ↓ ∧Bαβ ↓ ∧ [Aαβxβ ' Bαβxβ ].

This implies

S `ef Aαβ ↓, S `ef Bαβ ↓, S `ef ∀xβ [Aαβxβ ' Bαβxβ ]

by the Tautology Theorem and Universal Generalization. It follows from these
that Gτ `ef Aαβ = Bαβ by Axiom 3, the Tautology Theorem, and Rule 1.

The rest of the proof is essentially the same as the proof of 5500. 2

11.2 Henkin’s Theorem

A general or evaluation-free model 〈{Dα | α ∈ T },J 〉 for Quqe
0 is frugal if

card(Dα) ≤ card(L(Quqe
0 )) for all α ∈ T .

Theorem 11.2.1 (Henkin’s Theorem for Puqe) Every set of syntactically
closed evaluation-free formulas of Quqe

0 consistent in Puqe has a frugal normal
evaluation-free model.

Proof The proof is very close to the proof of Theorem 21 in [23]. Let G be a

set of xwffsα of Quqe
0 consistent in Puqe, and let H be a set of xwffsα of Quqe

0

that satisfies the four statements of the Extension Lemma.

Step 1 We define simultaneously, by recursion on γ ∈ T , a frame {Dα | α ∈ T }
and a partial function V whose domain is the set of xwffs of Quqe

0 so that the
following conditions hold for all γ ∈ T :

(1γ) Dγ = {V(Aγ) | Aγ is a xwffγ and H `ef Aγ ↓}.
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(2γ) V(Aγ) is defined iff H `ef Aγ ↓ for all xwffs Aγ .

(3γ) V(Aγ) = V(Bγ) iff H `ef Aγ = Bγ for all xwffs Aγ and Bγ .

Let V(x) ' V(y) mean either V(x) and V(y) are both defined and equal or V(x)
and V(y) are both undefined.

Step 1.1 We define Dı and V on xwffsı. For each xwff Aı, if H `ef Aı ↓, let

V(Aı) = {Bı | Bı is a xwff ı and H `ef Aı = Bı},

and otherwise let V(Aı) be undefined. Also, let

Dı = {V(Aı) | Aı is a xwff ı and H `ef Aı ↓}.

(1ı), (2ı), and (3ı) are clearly satisfied.

Step 1.2 We define Do and V on xwffso. For each xwff Ao, if H `ef Ao,
let V(Ao) = T, and otherwise let V(Ao) = F. Also, let Do = {T,F}. By the

consistency and evaluation-free completeness of H, exactly one of H `ef Ao and
H `ef∼Ao holds. By Proposition 10.1.6, H `ef Ao ↓ for all wffs Ao. Hence (1o),
(2o), and (3o) are satisfied.

Step 1.3 We define Dε and V on xwffsε. Let

Dε = {E(Aα) | Aα is a wff of Quqe
0 }.

Choose a mapping f from {Aε | Aε is an xwffε and H `ef Aε ↓} to Dε such that:

1. f(Aε) = f(Bε) iff H `ef Aε = Bε.

2. If H `ef Aε = E(Cγ), then f(Aε) = E(Cγ).

3. If H `ef wffαoε Aε, then f(Aε) = E(Cα) for some wff Cα.

It is possible to choose such a mapping by Lemma 10.2.2, Specification 6.13, and
the fact that card(L(Quqe

0 )) = card(L(Quqe
0 )). For each xwff Aε, if H `ef Aε ↓,

let V(Aε) = f(Aε), and otherwise let V(Aε be undefined. (2ε) and (3ε) are
clearly satisfied; (1ε) is satisfied since, for all wffs Aα of Quqe

0 , E(Aα) is an

xwffε by the definition of E and Specification 7 and H `ef E(Aα) ↓ by Axiom
6.7 and Specification 1.

Step 1.4 We define Dαβ and V on xwffsαβ for all α, β ∈ T . Now suppose that
Dα and Dβ are defined and that the conditions hold for α and β. For each xwff

Aαβ , if H `ef Aαβ ↓, let V(Aαβ) be the (partial or total) function from Dβ to
Dα whose value, for any argument V(Bβ) ∈ Dβ , is V(AαβBβ) if V(AαβBβ) is
defined and is undefined if V(AαβBβ) is undefined, and otherwise let V(Aαβ) be
undefined. We must show that this definition is independent of the particular
xwff Bβ used to represent the argument. So suppose V(Bβ) = V(Cβ); then
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H `ef Bβ = Cβ by (3β), so H `ef AαβBβ ' AαβCβ by Lemma 10.1.3 and
the Quasi-Equality Rules, and so V(AαβBβ) ' V(AαβCβ) by (2α) and (3α).
Finally, let

Dαβ = {V(Aαβ) | Aαβ is a xwffαβ and H `ef Aαβ ↓}.

(1αβ) and (2αβ) are clearly satisfied; we must show that (3αβ) is satisfied. Sup-

pose V(Aαβ) = V(Bαβ). Then H `ef Aαβ ↓ and H `ef Bαβ ↓. Since H is

evaluation-free extensionally complete, there is a Cβ such that H `ef Cβ ↓ and

H `ef [Aαβ ↓ ∧Bαβ ↓ ∧ [AαβCβ ' BαβCβ ]] ⊃ [Aαβ = Bαβ ].

Then V(AαβCβ) ' V(Aαβ)(V(Cβ)) ' V(Bαβ)(V(Cβ)) ' V(BαβCβ), so H `ef
AαβCβ ' BαβCβ by (2α) and (3α), and so H `ef Aαβ = Bαβ . Now suppose

H `ef Aαβ = Bαβ . Then, for all xwffs Cβ ∈ Dβ , H `ef AαβCβ ' BαβCβ

by Lemma 10.1.3 and the Quasi-Equality Rules, and so V(Aαβ)(V(Cβ)) '
V(AαβCβ) ' V(BαβCβ) ' V(Bαβ)(V(Cβ)). Hence V(Aαβ) = V(Bαβ).

Step 1.5 We define D〈αβ〉 and V on xwffs〈αβ〉 for all α, β ∈ T . Now suppose
that Dα and Dβ are defined and that the conditions hold for α and β. For each

xwff A〈αβ〉, if H `ef A〈αβ〉 ↓, let

V(A〈αβ〉) = 〈V(fstα〈αβ〉A〈αβ〉),V(sndβ〈αβ〉A〈αβ〉)〉,

and otherwise let V(A〈αβ〉) be undefined. Also, let

D〈αβ〉 = {V(A〈αβ〉) | A〈αβ〉 is a xwff〈αβ〉 and H `ef A〈αβ〉 ↓}.

(1〈αβ〉) and (2〈αβ〉) are clearly satisfied; we must show that (3〈αβ〉) is satisfied.

V(A〈αβ〉) = V(B〈αβ〉) (1)

iff 〈(V(fstα〈αβ〉A〈αβ〉),V(sndβ〈αβ〉A〈αβ〉)),

(V(fstα〈αβ〉B〈αβ〉),V(sndβ〈αβ〉B〈αβ〉))〉 (2)

iff V(fstα〈αβ〉A〈αβ〉) = V(fstα〈αβ〉B〈αβ〉) and

V(sndβ〈αβ〉A〈αβ〉) = V(sndβ〈αβ〉B〈αβ〉) (3)

iff H `ef fstα〈αβ〉A〈αβ〉 = fstα〈αβ〉B〈αβ〉 and

H `ef sndβ〈αβ〉A〈αβ〉 = sndβ〈αβ〉B〈αβ〉 (4)

iff H `ef pair〈αβ〉βα [fstα〈αβ〉A〈αβ〉] [sndβ〈αβ〉A〈αβ〉] =

pair〈αβ〉βα [fstα〈αβ〉B〈αβ〉] [sndβ〈αβ〉B〈αβ〉] (5)

iff H `ef A〈αβ〉 = B〈αβ〉. (6)

(2) is by the definition of V on xwffs〈αβ〉; (3) is by definition of ordered pairs;

(4) is by (3α) and (3β); (5) is by Axiom 9.1; and (6) is by Axioms 9.1 and 9.2.
Hence (3〈αβ〉) is satisfied.
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Step 2 We claim that M = 〈{Dα | α ∈ T },V〉 is an interpretation. For each

primitive constant cγ of Quqe
0 , cγ is an xwffγ and H `ef cγ ↓ by Axiom 6.2, and

thus V maps each primitive constant of Quqe
0 of type γ into Dγ by (1γ) and (2γ).

Step 2.1 We must show V(Qoαα) = J (Qoαα), i.e., that V(Qoαα) is the
identity relation on Dα. Let V(Aα) and V(Bα) be arbitrary members of

Dα. Then V(Aα) = V(Bα) iff H `ef Aα = Bα iff H `ef QoααAαBα iff
T = V(QoααAαBα) = V(Qoαα)(V(Aα))(V(Bα)). Thus V(Qoαα) is the identity
relation on Dα.

Step 2.2 We must show that V(ια(oα)) = J (ια(oα)), i.e., that, for α 6= o,
V(ια(oα)) is the unique member selector on Dα. For α 6= o, let V(Aoα) be an
arbitrary member of Doα and xα be a variable that does not occur in Aoα. Sup-
pose V(Aoα) = V(QoααBα). We must show that V(ια(oα))(V(Aoα)) = V(Bα).

The hypothesis implies H `ef Aoα = QoααBα, so H `ef ∃1xα[Aoαxα] by the

definition of ∃1, and so H `ef Aoα[IxαAoα] by Axiom 8.1 and Axiom 8.2.

Hence H `ef QoααBα[IxαAoα] by Rule 1, and so V(Bα) = V(IxαAoα) =
V(ια(oα)Aoα) = V(ια(oα))(V(Aoα)).

Now suppose that V(∀xα[Aoα 6= Qoααxα]) = T. We must show that

V(ια(oα))(V(Aoα)) is undefined. The hypothesis implies H `ef ∀xα[Aoα 6=
Qoααxα], so H `ef ∼[∃1xα[Aoαxα]] by the definition of ∃1, and so H `ef
[Ixα[Aoαxα]] ↑ by Axiom 8.1. Hence V(Ixα[Aoαxα]) ' V(ια(oα)Aoα) '
V(ια(oα))(V(Aoα)) is undefined.

Step 2.4 We must show that V(pair〈αβ〉βα) = J (pair〈αβ〉βα). Let
V(Aα) be an arbitrary member of Dα and V(Bβ) be an arbitrary mem-
ber of Dβ . We must show that V(pair〈αβ〉βα Aα,Bβ) = 〈V(Aα),V(Bβ)〉.
V(fstα〈αβ〉 [pair〈αβ〉βα Aα,Bβ ]) = V(Aα) iff H `ef fstα〈αβ〉 [pair〈αβ〉βα Aα,Bβ ] =
Aα, which holds by the definition of fstα〈αβ〉 and Axiom 9.1. Similarly,
V(sndβ〈αβ〉 [pair〈αβ〉βα Aα,Bβ ]) = V(Bβ) holds by the definition of sndβ〈αβ〉 and
Axiom 9.1. Hence

V(pair〈αβ〉βα Aα,Bβ)

= 〈V(fstα〈αβ〉 [pair〈αβ〉βα Aα,Bβ ]),V(sndβ〈αβ〉 [pair〈αβ〉βα Aα,Bβ ])〉
= 〈V(Aα),V(Bβ)〉.

Thus M is an interpretation.

Step 3 We claim further that M is an evaluation-free model for Quqe
0 . For

each assignment ϕ ∈ assign(M) and evaluation-free wff Dδ, let

Dϕ
δ = S

x1
δ1
···xnδn

E1
δ1
···Enδn

Dδ = S
x1
δ1

E1
δ1

S
x2
δ2

E2
δ2

· · · Sxnδn
Enδn

Dδ

where x1
δ1
· · ·xnδn are the free variables of Dδ and Ei

δi
is the first xwff (in some

fixed enumeration) of L(Quqe
0 ) such that ϕ(xiδi) = V(Ei

δi
) for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Since each Ei
δi

is syntactically closed, Dϕ
δ is always defined.
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Let VMϕ (Dδ) ' V(Dϕ
δ ). Dϕ

δ is clearly a xwffδ, so VMϕ (Dδ) ∈ Dδ if VMϕ (Dδ)
is defined. We will show that the six conditions of an evaluation-free model are
satisfied as follows:.

1. Let Dδ be a variable xδ. Choose Eδ so that ϕ(xδ) = V(Eδ) as above.
Then VMϕ (Dδ) = VMϕ (xδ) = V(xϕδ ) = V(Eδ) = ϕ(xδ).

2. Let Dδ be a primitive constant. Then VMϕ (Dδ) = V(Dϕ
δ ) = V(Dδ) =

J (Dδ).

3. Let Dδ be [AαβBβ ]. If VMϕ (Aαβ) is defined, VMϕ (Bβ) is defined, and

VMϕ (Aαβ) is defined at VMϕ (Bβ), then VMϕ (Dδ) = VMϕ (AαβBβ) =

V(Aϕ
αβBϕ

β ) = V(Aϕ
αβ)(V(Bϕ

β )) = VMϕ (Aαβ)(VMϕ (Bβ)). Now assume

VMϕ (Aαβ) is undefined, VMϕ (Bβ) is undefined, or VMϕ (Aαβ) is not defined

at VMϕ (Bβ). Then H `ef Aϕ
αβ ↑, H `ef Bϕ

β ↑, or V(Aϕ
αβBϕ

β ) is undefined.

H `ef Aϕ
αβ ↑ or H `ef Bϕ

β ↑ implies H `ef Aϕ
αβBϕ

β ' ⊥α by Axiom 6.4.

If α = o, then VMϕ (Dδ) = VMϕ (AαβBβ) = V(Aϕ
αβBϕ

β ) = V(Fo) = F. If

α 6= o, then VMϕ (Dδ) ' VMϕ (AαβBβ) ' V(Aϕ
αβBϕ

β ) ' V(⊥α) is undefined
by Axiom 6.11.

4. Let Dδ be [λxαBβ ]. Let V(Eα) be an arbitrary member of Dα, and so

Eα is an xwff and H `ef Eα ↓. Given an assignment ϕ ∈ assign(M),
let ψ = ϕ[xα 7→ V(Eα)]. It follows from the Beta-Reduction Theo-

rem (part 1) that H `ef [λxαBβ ]ϕEα ' Bψ
β . Then VMϕ (Dδ)(V(Eα)) '

VMϕ ([λxαBβ ])(V(Eα)) ' V([λxαBβ ]ϕ)(V(Eα)) ' V([λxαBβ ]ϕEα)) '
V(Bψ

β ) ' VMψ (Bβ) as required.

5. Let Dδ be [cAoBαCα]. If VMϕ (Ao) = T, then VMϕ (Dδ) '
VMϕ (cAoBαCα) ' V([cAoBαCα]ϕ) ' V(cAϕ

oBϕ
αCϕ

α) ' V(cToB
ϕ
αCϕ

α) '
V(Bϕ

α) ' VMϕ (Bα) by Axiom 10.1. Similarly, if VMϕ (Ao) = F, then

VMϕ (Dδ) ' VMϕ (Bα) by Axiom 10.2.

6. Let Dδ be [qAα]. Then VMϕ (Dδ) = VMϕ ([qAα]) = V([qAα]ϕ) =
V([qAα]) = E(Aα).

Thus M is an evaluation-free model for Quqe
0 .

Step 4 We must show that M is normal and frugal. If Ao is an evaluation-
free specifying axiom given by Specifications 1–9, then H `ef Ao by Ax-
iom 12, so V(Ao) = T and M |= Ao, and so M is normal. Clearly,

(a) card(Dα) ≤ card(L(Quqe
0 )) since V maps a subset of the xwffsα of Quqe

0

onto Dα and (b) card(L(Quqe
0 )) = card(L(Quqe

0 )), and so M is frugal.

Step 5 We must show that M is a frugal normal evaluation-free model for
G. We have shown that M is a frugal normal evaluation-free model for Quqe

0 .
Clearly, M is also a frugal normal evaluation-free model for Quqe

0 . If Ao ∈ G,
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then Ao ∈ H, so H `ef Ao, so V(Ao) = T and M |= Ao, and so M is an
evaluation-free model for G. 2

11.3 Evaluation-Free Completeness Theorem

Theorem 11.3.1 (Evaluation-Free Completeness Theorem for Puqe)
Puqe is evaluation-free complete for Quqe

0 .

Proof Let Ao be an evaluation-free formula and H be a set of syntactically
closed evaluation-free formulas of Quqe

0 . Assume H |=ef
n Ao, and let Bo be a

universal closure of Ao. Then Bo is syntactically closed and H |=ef
n Bo by

Lemma 7.2.3. Suppose H ∪ {∼Bo} is consistent in Puqe. Then, by Henkin’s
Theorem, there is a normal evaluation-free model M for H ∪ {∼Bo}, and so
M |= ∼Bo. Since M is also a normal evaluation-free model for H, M |= Bo.
From this contradiction it follows that H∪{∼Bo} is inconsistent in Puqe. Hence
H `ef Bo by the Deduction Theorem and the Tautology Theorem. Therefore,
H `ef Ao by Universal Instantiation (part 1) and Axiom 6.1. 2

12 Applications

We will now look at some applications of the machinery in Quqe
0 for reasoning

about the interplay of the syntax and semantics of Quqe
0 expressions (i.e., wffs).

We will consider three kinds of applications. The first kind uses the type ε
machinery to reason about the syntactic structure of wffs; see the examples
in subsection 12.1. The second kind uses evaluation applied to variables of
type ε to express syntactic variables as employed, for example, in schemas;
see the examples in subsections 12.2 and 12.3. The third kind uses the full
machinery of Quqe

0 to formalize syntax-based mathematical algorithms in the
manner described in [25]; see the example in subsection 12.4.

12.1 Example: Implications

We will illustrate how the type ε machinery in Quqe
0 can be used to reason about

the syntactic structure of wffs by defining some useful constants for analyzing
and manipulating implications, i.e., formulas of the form Ao ⊃ Bo.

Let impliesεεε be a defined constant that stands for

λxελyε[appεεε [appεεε p⊃oooqxε] yε].

Lemma 12.1.1 For all formulas Ao and Bo,

` impliesεεε pAoq pBoq = pAo ⊃ Boq.
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Proof

` impliesεεε pAoq pBoq ' impliesεεε pAoq pBoq. (1)

` impliesεεε pAoq pBoq '
[λxελyε[appεεε [appεεε p⊃oooqxε] yε]] pAoq pBoq. (2)

` impliesεεε pAoq pBoq ' appεεε [appεεε p⊃oooq pAoq] pBoq. (3)

` impliesεεε pAoq pBoq ' appεεε p⊃ooo Aoq pBoq. (4)

` impliesεεε pAoq pBoq = p⊃ooo AoBoq. (5)

` impliesεεε pAoq pBoq = pAo ⊃ Boq. (6)

(1) is by Proposition 10.1.1; (2) follows from (1) by the definition of impliesεεε;
(3) follows from (2) and Axioms 4.2–5 and 6.6 by Rules 1 and 2; (4) follows from
(3) by Specification 1; (5) follows from (4) by Specification 1; and (6) follows
from (5) by abbreviation. 2

That is, impliesεεε is an implication constructor : the application of it to
the syntactic representations of two formulas Ao and Bo denotes the syntactic
representation of the implication Ao ⊃ Bo.

Let is-implicationoε be a defined constant that stands for

λxε∃yε∃zε[xε = impliesεεε yε zε].

That is, is-implicationoε is an implication recognizer : the application of it to the
syntactic representation of a formula Ao has the value T iff Ao has the form
Bo ⊃ Co.

Let antecedentεε and succedentεε be the defined constants that, respectively,
stand for

λxεIyε∃zε[xε = impliesεεε yε zε]

and

λxεIzε∃yε[xε = impliesεεε yε zε].

Then

` antecedentεε pAo ⊃ Boq = pAoq

and

` succedentεε pAo ⊃ Boq = pBoq.

That is, antecedentεε and succedentεε are implication deconstructors: the ap-
plications of them to the syntactic representation of a formula Ao denote the
syntactic representations of the antecedent and succedent, respectively, of Ao if
Ao is an implication and are undefined otherwise.
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Let converseεε be a defined constant that stands for

λxε[impliesεεε [succedentεε xε] [antecedentεε xε]].

Then

` converseεε pAo ⊃ Boq = pBo ⊃ Aoq.

That is, converseεε is an implication converser : the application of it to the
syntactic representation of a formula Ao denotes the syntactic representation of
the converse of Ao if Ao is an implication and is undefined otherwise.

12.2 Example: Law of Excluded Middle

The value of a wff of the form JxεKα ranges over the values of wffs of type α.
Thus wffs like JxεKα can be used in other wffs as syntactic variables. It is thus
possible to express schemas as single wffs inQuqe

0 . As an example, let us consider
the law of excluded middle (LEM) which is usually written as a formula schema
like

Ao ∨ ∼Ao

where Ao ranges over all formulas. LEM can be naively represented in Quqe
0 as

∀xε[JxεKo ∨ ∼JxεKo].

The variable xε ranges over the syntactic representations of all wffs, not just
formulas. However, JxεKo is false when the value of xε is not an evaluation-free
formula. A more intensionally correct representation of LEM is

∀xε[eval-freeooε xε ⊃ [JxεKo ∨ ∼JxεKo]]

where xε is restricted to the syntactic representations of evaluation-free formu-
las. This representation of LEM is a theorem of Puqe:

Lemma 12.2.1 ` ∀xε[eval-freeooε xε ⊃ [JxεKo ∨ ∼JxεKo]].

Proof

` xo ∨ ∼xo. (1)

` ∀xo[xo ∨ ∼xo]. (2)

` [λxo[xo ∨ ∼xo]][if [eval-freeooε xε] JxεKo⊥o] '
[if [eval-freeooε xε] JxεKo⊥o] ∨ ∼[if [eval-freeooε xε] JxεKo⊥o]. (3)

` [if [eval-freeooε xε] JxεKo⊥o] ∨ ∼[if [eval-freeooε xε] JxεKo⊥o]. (4)

` eval-freeooε xε ⊃ [JxεKo ∨ ∼JxεKo]. (5)

` ∀xε[eval-freeooε xε ⊃ [JxεKo ∨ ∼JxεKo]]. (6)

(1) is by Axiom 5; (2) follows from (1) by Universal Generalization; (3) follows
from Axioms 4.2–4 and Proposition 10.1.6 by Rules 1 and 2; (4) follows from
(2) and (3) by Universal Instantiation (part 3); (5) follows from (4) by the
Axiom 10 and the Tautology Theorem; and (6) follows from (5) by Universal
Generalization. 2
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12.3 Example: Law of Beta-Reduction

Axiom 4.1, the law of beta-reduction for Quqe
0 , can be expressed as the following

schema whose only syntactic variables are α and β:

∀xε∀yε∀zε∀z′ε[JxεKα ↓ ∧ [varαoε yε] ∧ [wffβoε zε] ∧ [wffβoε z
′
ε] ∧

subεεεε xε yε zε = z′ε] ⊃ Jappεεε[absεεε yε zε]xεKβ ' Jz′εKβ

Each instance of this schema (for a chosen α and β) is valid in Quqe
0 but not

provable in Puqe. Moreover, the instances of an instance Ao of this schema are
not provable in Puqe from Ao since Ao contains the evaluation

Jappεεε[absεεε yε zε]xεKβ

in which more than one variable is free.
Using the technique of grouping variables together described in Example 1

in subsection 7.8, we can also express Axiom 4.1 as the following schema that
contains just the single variable x〈〈εε〉〈εε〉〉:

∀x〈〈εε〉〈εε〉〉[[JXεKα ↓ ∧ [varαoε Yε] ∧ [wffβoε Zε] ∧ [wffβoε Z′ε] ∧
subεεεε Xε Yε Zε = Z′ε] ⊃ Jappεεε[absεεε Yε Zε] XεKβ ' JZ′εKβ ]

where:

Xε is fstε〈εε〉 [fst〈εε〉〈〈εε〉〈εε〉〉 x〈〈εε〉〈εε〉〉]

Yε is sndε〈εε〉 [fst〈εε〉〈〈εε〉〈εε〉〉 x〈〈εε〉〈εε〉〉]

Zε is fstε〈εε〉 [snd〈εε〉〈〈εε〉〈εε〉〉 x〈〈εε〉〈εε〉〉]

Z′ε is sndε〈εε〉 [snd〈εε〉〈〈εε〉〈εε〉〉 x〈〈εε〉〈εε〉〉].

Like the first schema, each instance of this second schema is valid in Quqe
0 but

not provable in Puqe. However, unlike the first schema, the instances of an
instance Ao of the second schema are provable in Puqe from Ao.

12.4 Example: Conjunction Construction

Suppose A is an algorithm that, given two formulas Ao and Bo as input, returns
as output (1) Bo if Ao is To, (2) Ao if Bo is To, (3) Fo if either Ao or Bo is
Fo, or (4) Ao∧Bo otherwise. Although this is a trivial algorithm, we can use it
to illustrate how a syntax-based mathematical algorithm can be formalized in
Quqe

0 . As described in [25] we need to do the following three things to formalize
A in Quqe

0 .

1. Define an operator OA in Quqe
0 as a constant that represents A.

2. Prove in Puqe that OA is mathematically correct.

3. Devise a mechanism for using OA in Quqe
0 .
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Let andεεε be a defined constant that stands for

λxελyε[appεεε [appεεε p∧oooqxε] yε].

Then

` andεεε pAoq pBoq = pAo ∧Boq

for all formulas Ao and Bo as shown by a derivation similar to the one for
impliesεεε in the proof of Lemma 12.1.1. Define OA to be and-simpεεε, a defined
constant that stands for

λxελyε[if [xε = pToq] yε

[if [yε = pToq]xε

[if [xε = pFoq] pFoq

[if [yε = pFoq] pFoq

[andεεε xε yε]]]]].

The sentence

∀xε∀yε[[wffooε xε ∧ wffooε yε] ⊃
[[xε = pToq ⊃ and-simpεεε xε yε = yε] ∧
[yε = pToq ⊃ and-simpεεε xε yε = xε] ∧
[[xε = pFoq ∨ yε = pFoq] ⊃ and-simpεεε xε yε = pFoq] ∧
[[xε 6= pToq ∧ yε 6= pToq ∧ xε 6= pFoq ∧ yε 6= pFoq] ⊃

and-simpεεε xε yε = andεεε xε yε]]],

called CompBehavior, specifies the intended computational behavior of OA.

Theorem 12.4.1 (Computational Behavior of and-simpεεε)

` CompBehavior.

Proof CompBehavior follows easily in Puqe from the definition of and-simpεεε.
2

Hence OA represents A by virtue of having the same computational behavior as
that of A.

Let us make the following definitions:

Po is Jandεεε [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] [sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]Ko.

Qo is Jand-simpεεε [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] [sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]Ko.

Ro is Jfstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉Ko ∧ Jsndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉Ko.
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So is [if [[fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] = pToq] Jsndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉Ko
[if [[sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] = pToq] Jfstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉Ko
[if [[fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] = pFoq] JpFoqKo
[if [[sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] = pFoq] JpFoqKo
Po]]]].

The formula

∀x〈εε〉[[wffooε [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] ∧ wffooε [sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]] ⊃ [Qo ≡ Ro]],

called MathMeaning, expresses the intended mathematical meaning of OA. We
will show that MathMeaning is a theorem of Puqe via a series of lemmas.

The first lemma asserts that the analog of the MathMeaning for andεεε is a
theorem of Puqe:

Lemma 12.4.2 ` ∀x〈εε〉[[wffooε [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]∧wffooε [sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]] ⊃ [Po ≡ Ro]].

Proof

` [wffooε [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] ∧ wffooε [sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]] ⊃ Po ≡ Po (1)

` [wffooε [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] ∧ wffooε [sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]] ⊃
Po ≡ Jappεεε [appεεε p∧oooq [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]] [sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]Ko. (2)

` [wffooε [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] ∧ wffooε [sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]] ⊃
Po ≡ J[appεεε p∧oooq [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]]KooJsndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉Ko. (3)

` [wffooε [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] ∧ wffooε [sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]] ⊃
Po ≡ Jp∧oooqKoooJfstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉KoJsndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉Ko. (4)

` [wffooε [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] ∧ wffooε [sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]] ⊃
Po ≡ ∧oooJfstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉KoJsndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉Ko. (5)

` [wffooε [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] ∧ wffooε [sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]] ⊃ Po ≡ Ro. (6)

` ∀x〈εε〉[[wffooε [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] ∧ wffooε [sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]] ⊃ [Po ≡ Ro]]. (7)

(1) is by Lemmas 10.1.4, Propositions 10.1.1 and 10.1.6, and the Tautology
Theorem; (2) follows from (1) by the definition of andεεε, Axioms 4.2–5, and
Lemma 10.2.1; (3) and (4) follow from (2) and (3), respectively, by Axiom 11.3,
Lemma 10.2.1, and Specification 6; (5) follows from (4) by Axiom 11.2; (6) is
by abbreviation; and (7) is by Universal Generalization. 2

The second lemma shows how Qo can be reduced:

Lemma 12.4.3 ` Qo ≡ So.

Proof The right side of the equation is obtained from the left side in three steps.
First, and-simpεεε is replaced by its definition. Second, the resulting formula is
beta-reduced using Axioms 4.2–5 and 4.8 and parts 2 and 3 of Lemma 10.2.1.
And third, evaluations are pushed inward using Axiom 10.3. 2

The next lemma consists of five theorems of Puqe:
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Lemma 12.4.4

1. ` x〈εε〉 = [pair〈oo〉oo pToq pToq] ⊃ [Qo ≡ Ro].

2. ` x〈εε〉 = [pair〈oo〉oo pFoq pToq] ⊃ [Qo ≡ Ro].

3. ` x〈εε〉 = [pair〈oo〉oo pToq pFoq] ⊃ [Qo ≡ Ro].

4. ` x〈εε〉 = [pair〈oo〉oo pFoq pFoq] ⊃ [Qo ≡ Ro].

5. ` [x〈εε〉 6= [pair〈oo〉oo pToq pToq] ∧ x〈εε〉 6= [pair〈oo〉oo pFoq pToq] ∧
x〈εε〉 6= [pair〈oo〉oo pToq pFoq] ∧ x〈εε〉 6= [pair〈oo〉oo pFoq pFoq] ∧
[wffooε [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] ∧ wffooε [sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]]] ⊃ [Qo ≡ Ro].

Proof

Part 1

` x〈εε〉 = [pair〈oo〉oo pToq pToq] ⊃
[[λx〈εε〉[Qo ≡ Ro]]x〈εε〉 ≡ [λx〈εε〉[Qo ≡ Ro]][pair〈oo〉oo pToq pToq]]. (1)

` x〈εε〉 = [pair〈oo〉oo pToq pToq] ⊃
[[Qo ≡ Ro] ≡ [λx〈εε〉[Qo ≡ Ro]][pair〈oo〉oo pToq pToq]]. (2)

` x〈εε〉 = [pair〈oo〉oo pToq pToq] ⊃
[[Qo ≡ Ro] ≡ [λx〈εε〉[So ≡ Ro]][pair〈oo〉oo pToq pToq]]. (3)

` x〈εε〉 = [pair〈oo〉oo pToq pToq] ⊃
[[Qo ≡ Ro] ≡ [JpToqKo ≡ JpToqKo ∧ JpToqKo]]. (4)

` x〈εε〉 = [pair〈oo〉oo pToq pToq] ⊃
[[Qo ≡ Ro] ≡ To]. (5)

` x〈εε〉 = [pair〈oo〉oo pToq pToq] ⊃ [Qo ≡ Ro]. (6)

(1) is by Axiom 2; (2) follows from (1) by Axiom 4.10; (3) follows from (2) by
Lemma 12.4.3 and Rule 1; (4) follows from (3) by Lemma 10.2.1, part 2 of the
Beta-Reduction Theorem, Axiom 10.1, and the Tautology Theorem; (5) follows
(4) by Axiom 11.2 and the Tautology Theorem; (6) follows from (5) by the
Tautology Theorem.

Part 2 Similar to Part 1.

Part 3 Similar to Part 1.

Part 4 Similar to Part 1.

Part 5 Let Ao be the antecedent of the implication in part 5 of the lemma.

` Po ≡ Ro (1)

` Ao ⊃ [Po ≡ Ro] (2)

` Ao ⊃ [So ≡ Ro] (3)

` Ao ⊃ [Qo ≡ Ro] (4)
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(1) is by Lemma 12.4.2 and part 4 of Universal Instantiation; (2) follows from (1)
by the Tautology Theorem; (3) follows from (2) by Axiom 10.2, Lemma 10.2.1,
and the Tautology Theorem; and (4) follows from (3) by Lemma 12.4.3 and
Rule 1. 2

Finally, the theorem below shows that MathMeaning is a theorem of Puqe:

Theorem 12.4.5 (Mathematical Meaning of and-simpεεε)

` MathMeaning.

Proof

` [wffooε [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] ∧ wffooε [sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]] ⊃ [Qo ≡ Ro]

follows from Lemmas 10.2.1 and 12.4.4 and the Tautology Theorem. Then

` ∀x〈εε〉[[wffooε [fstε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉] ∧ wffooε [sndε〈εε〉 x〈εε〉]]] ⊃ [Qo ≡ Ro]]

follows from this by Universal Generalization. 2

Hence OA is mathematically correct.
While A manipulates formulas, and-simpεεε manipulates syntactic represen-

tations of formulas. An application of OA has the form and-simpεεε pAoq pBoq.
Its value can be computed by expanding its definition, beta-reducing using Ax-
iom 4, and then rewriting the resulting wff using Axiom 10 and Specification 1.
If Ao and Bo are evaluation-free, its meaning can be obtained by instantiating
the universal formula MathMeaning with the wff 〈pAoq, pBoq〉 and then simpli-
fying.

13 Conclusion

13.1 Summary of Results

We have presented a version of simple type theory called Quqe
0 that admits un-

defined expressions, quotations, and evaluations. Quqe
0 is based on Q0, a version

of Church’s type theory [12] developed by Peter B. Andrews [2]. Quqe
0 directly

formalizes the traditional approach to undefinedness [19] in which undefined
expressions are treated as legitimate, nondenoting expressions that can be com-
ponents of meaningful statements. It has the same facility for reasoning about
undefinedness as Qu

0 [23] that is derived from Q0. In addition, it has a facility for
reasoning about the syntax of expressions based on quotation and evaluation.

The syntax of Quqe
0 differs from the syntax of Q0 by having the following

new machinery: a base type ε that denotes a domain of syntactic values, a
quotation operator, an evaluation operator, and several constants involving the
type ε. Quqe

0 also has some additional new machinery for ordered pairs and con-
ditionals: a type constructor for forming types that denote domains of ordered
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pairs, a constant for forming ordered pairs, and an expression constructor for
forming conditionals. The semantics of Quqe

0 is based on Henkin-style general
models [41] that include partial functions as well as total functions and in which
expressions may be undefined. The expression constructor for conditionals is
nonstrict with respect to undefinedness. An application of the quotation opera-
tor to an expression denotes a syntactic value that represents the expression. An
application of the evaluation operator to an expression E denotes the value of
the expression represented by the value of E. To avoid the Evaluation Problem
mentioned in the Introduction, an evaluation JpAεqKα is undefined when Aε is
not evaluation-free.

The syntax and semantics of Quqe
0 are modest modifications of the syntax

and semantics of Qu
0 , but Puqe, the proof system of Quqe

0 , is a major modifica-
tion of Pu, the proof system of Qu

0 . The substitution operation that is needed
to perform beta-reduction is defined in the metalogic of Qu

0 , while it is repre-
sented in Quqe

0 by a primitive constant subεεεε. To avoid the Variable Problem
mentioned in the Introduction, subεεεε defines a semantics-dependent form of
substitution. Moreover, the syntactic side conditions concerning free variables
and substitution that are expressed in the metalogic of a traditional logic are
expressed in the language of Quqe

0 . We prove that Puqe is sound with respect
to the semantics of Quqe

0 (Theorem 9.2.1), but it is not complete. However, it
is complete for evaluation-free formulas (Theorem 11.3.1).
Quqe

0 is not complete because it is not possible to beta-reduce all applica-
tions of function abstraction. There are two ways of performing beta-reduction
in Quqe

0 . The first way uses the specifying axioms of the primitive constant
subεεεε to perform substitution as expressed by Axiom 4.1. This first way works
for all applications of function abstraction involving just evaluation-free wffs,
but it works for only some applications involving evaluations. The second way
uses the basic properties of lambda-notation as expressed by Axioms 4.2–10.
Like the first way, this second way works for all applications of function ab-
straction involving just evaluation-free wffs, but it works for only some appli-
cations involving evaluations. However, the two ways complement each other
because they work for different applications of function abstraction involving
evaluations.

13.2 Significance of Results

The construction of Quqe
0 demonstrates how the replete approach to reasoning

about syntax [25] — in which it is possible to reason about the syntax of the
entire language of the logic using quotation and evaluation operators defined in
the logic — can be implemented in Church’s type theory [12]. Moreover, the
implementation ideas employed inQuqe

0 can be applied to other traditional logics
like first-order logic. Even though the proof system of Quqe

0 is not complete, it
is powerful enough to be useful. We have illustrated how Quqe

0 can be used
to (1) reason about the syntactic structure of expressions, (2) represent and
instantiate schemas with syntactic variables, and (3) formalize syntax-based
mathematical algorithms in the sense given in [25]. We believe Quqe

0 is the first
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implementation of the replete approach in a traditional logic.
The most innovative and complex part ofQuqe

0 is the semantics-based form of
substitution represented by the primitive constant subεεεε. It provides the means
to instantiate both variables occurring in evaluations and variables resulting
from evaluations. In particular, it enables schemas expressed using evaluation
(e.g., as given in subsections 12.2 and 12.3) to be instantiated. We showed
that the substitution mechanism is correct by proving the law of beta-reduction
formulated using subεεεε (Theorem 7.5.2). The proof of this theorem is intricate
and involves many lemmas.
Quqe

0 is intended primarily for theoretical purposes; it is not designed to
be used in practice. A more practical version of Quqe

0 could be obtained by
extending it in some of the ways discussed in [24]. For instance, Quqe

0 could be
extended to include type variables as in the logic of the hol theorem proving
system [34] and its successors [40, 44, 51] or subtypes as in the logic of the imps
theorem proving system [26, 27]. These additions would significantly raise the
practical expressivity of the logic but would further raise the complexity of the
logic. Many of these kinds of practical measures are implemented together in
the logic Chiron [21, 22], a derivative of von-Neumann-Bernays-Gödel (nbg)
set theory that admits undefined expressions, has a rich type system, and is
equipped with a facility of reasoning about syntax that is very similar to Quqe

0 ’s.

13.3 Related Work

Reasoning in Logic about Syntax

Reasoning in a logic about syntax begins with Kurt Gödel’s famous use of Gödel
numbers in [33] to encode expressions. Gödel, Tarski, and others used reason-
ing about syntax to show some of the limits of formal logic by reflecting the
metalogic of a logic into the logic itself. Reflection is a technique to embed rea-
soning about a reasoning system (i.e., metareasoning) in the reasoning system
itself. It very often involves the syntactic manipulation of expressions. Reflec-
tion has been employed in logic both for theoretical purposes [42] and practical
purposes [39].

The technique of deep embedding is used to reason in a logic about the syntax
of a particular language [8, 13, 67]. This is usually done with the local approach
but could also be done with the global approach. A deep embedding can also
provide a basis for formalizing syntax-based mathematical algorithms. Exam-
ples include the ring tactic implemented in Coq [14] and Wojciech Jedynak’s
semiring solver in Agda [49, 50, 66].

Florian Rabe proposes in [56] a method for freely adding literals for the
values in a given semantic domain. This method can be used for reasoning
about syntax by choosing a language of expressions as the semantic domain.
Rabe’s approach provides a quotation operation that is more general than the
quotation operation we have defined for Quqe

0 . However, his approach does not
provide an escape from obstacles like the Evaluation Problem and the Variable
Problem described in section 1.
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Reasoning in the Lambda Calculus about Syntax

Corrado Böhm and Alessandro Berarducci present in [6] a method for represent-
ing an inductive type of values as a collection of lambda-terms. Then functions
defined on the members of the inductive type can also be represented as lambda
terms. Both the lambda terms representing the values and those representing
the functions defined on the values can be typed in the second-order lambda cal-
culus (System F) [31, 57] as shown in [6]. C. Böhm and his collaborators present
in [5, 7] a second, more powerful method for representing inductive types as col-
lections of lambda-terms in which the lambda terms are not as easily typeable
as in the first method. These two methods provide the means to efficiently
formalize syntax-based mathematical algorithms in the lambda calculus.

Using the fact that inductive types can be directly represented in the lambda
calculus, Torben Æ. Mogensen in [47] represents the inductive type of lambda
terms in lambda calculus itself as well as defines an evaluation operator in the
lambda calculus. He thus shows that the replete approach to reasoning about
syntax, minus the presence of a built-in quotation operator, can be realized in
the lambda calculus. (See Henk Barendregt’s survey paper [3] on the impact of
the lambda calculus for a nice description of this work.)

Metaprogramming

Metaprogramming is writing computer programs to manipulate and generate
computer programs in some programming language L. Metaprogramming is
especially useful when the “metaprograms” can be written in L itself. This is
facilitated by implementing in L metareasoning techniques for L that involve the
manipulation of program code. See [15] for a survey of how this kind of “reflec-
tion” can be done for the major programming paradigms. Several programming
language support metaprogramming including Lisp, Agda [49, 50], F# [65],
MetaML [61], MetaOCaml [58], reFLect [35], and Template Haskell [59]. These
languages represent fragments of computer code as values in an inductive type
and include quotation, quasiquotation, and evaluation operations. For example,
these operations are called quote, backquote, and eval in the Lisp programming
language. Thus metaprogramming languages take, more or less, the replete
approach to reasoning about the syntax of programs. The metaprogramming
language Archon [60] developed by Aaron Stump offers an interesting alternate
approach in which program code is manipulated directly instead of manipulating
representations of computer code.

Theories of Truth

Truth is a major subject in philosophy [32]. A theory of truth seeks to explain
what truth is and how the liar and other related paradoxes can be resolved. A
semantics theory of truth defines a truth predicate for a formal language, while
an axiomatic theory of truth [37, 38] specifies a truth predicate for a formal
language by means of an axiomatic theory. We have mentioned in Note 12 that
an evaluation of the form JAεKo is a truth predicate on wffsε Aε that represent
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formulas. Thus Quqe
0 provides a semantic theory of truth via it semantics and

an axiomatic theory of truth via its proof system Puqe.
Since our goal is not to explicate the nature of truth, it is not surprising

that the semantic and axiomatic theories of truth provided by Quqe
0 are not

very innovative. Theories of truth — starting with Tarski’s work [62, 63, 64]
in the 1930s — have traditionally been restricted to the truth of sentences, i.e.,
formulas with no free variables. However, the Quqe

0 semantic and axiomatic
theories of truth admit formulas with free variables.

13.4 Future Work

Our future research will seek to answer the following questions:

1. Can nontrivial syntax-based mathematical algorithms — such as those
that compute derivatives symbolically — be formalized in Quqe

0 in the
sense given in [25]?

2. Can a logic equipped with the machinery of Quqe
0 for reasoning about

undefinedness and syntax be effectively implemented as a software system?

3. Can the replete approach to reasoning about syntax serve as a basis to
integrate axiomatic and algorithmic mathematics?

We will discuss each of these research questions in turn.

Formalizing Syntax-Based Mathematical Algorithms

We conjecture that it is possible to formalize nontrivial syntax-based mathe-
matical algorithms in Quqe

0 in the sense given in [25]. We intend to work out the
details for the well-known algorithm for the symbolic differentiation of polyno-
mials as described in [25]. First, we will define a theory R of the real numbers
in Quqe

0 . Second, we will define in R the basic ideas of calculus including the
notions of a derivative and a polynomial. Third, we will define a constant in R
that represents the symbolic differentiation algorithm for polynomials. Fourth,
we will specify in R the intended computational behavior of the algorithm and
prove that the constant satisfies that specification. Fifth, we will specify in R
the intended mathematical meaning of the algorithm and prove that the con-
stant satisfies that specification. And, finally, we will show how the constant
can be used to compute derivatives of polynomial functions in R.

Polynomial functions are total (i.e., they are defined at all points on the real
line) and their derivatives are also total. Hence no issues of definedness arise in
the specification of the mathematical meaning of the differentiation algorithm
for polynomials. However, functions more general than polynomial functions
as well as their derivatives may be undefined at some points. This means that
specifying the mathematical meaning of a symbolic differentiation algorithm for
more general functions will require using the undefinedness facility of Quqe

0 .
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Implementation of the Quqe
0 Machinery

It remains an open question whether a logic like Quqe
0 can be effectively im-

plemented as a computer program. The undefinedness component of Quqe
0 has

been implemented in the imps theorem proving system [26, 27] which has been
successfully used to prove hundreds of theorems in traditional mathematics, es-
pecially in mathematical analysis. However, quotation and evaluation would
add another level of complexity to a theorem proving system like imps that can
deal directly with undefinedness.

There are three approaches for implementing the syntax reasoning machin-
ery of Quqe

0 . The first is to implement part of the machinery of Quqe
0 in an

existing implementation of Church’s type theory such as John Harrison’s HOL
Light [40] in order to conduct experiments concerning reasoning about syntax.
For example, a worthy experiment would be to formalize a syntax-based math-
ematical algorithm like the symbolic differentiation algorithm for polynomials
mentioned above. The second is to directly implement Quqe

0 — a version of
Quqe

0 with perhaps some practical additions — to test the entire design of Quqe
0 .

And the third is to implement Quqe
0 ’s syntax reasoning machinery as part of

the implementation of a general purpose logic for mechanized mathematics. We
have engineered Chiron [21, 22] to be just such as logic. It contains essentially
the same syntax reasoning machinery as Quqe

0 , and we have a rudimentary im-
plementation of it [11].

Implementing the ideas in Quqe
0 will be challenging. Reasoning about the

interplay of syntax and semantics in a logic instead of a metalogic is tricky. It
is easy for both developers and users to become confused — just ask any Lisp
programmer. A practical proof system will require new axioms and rules of
inference as well as an effective means to perform substitution in the presence
of evaluations. The latter, as we have seen, is fraught with difficulties. Finally,
new notation and user-interface techniques are needed to shield the user, as
much as possible, from low-level syntactic manipulations.

Integration of Axiomatic and Algorithmic Mathematics

The MathScheme project [11], led by Jacques Carette and the author, is a long-
term project being pursued at McMaster University with the aim of producing
a framework in which formal deduction and symbolic computation are tightly
integrated. A key part of the framework is the notion of a biform theory [10, 20]
that is a combination of an axiomatic theory and an algorithm theory. A biform
theory is a basic unit of mathematical knowledge that consists of a set of con-
cepts that denote mathematical values, transformers that denote syntax-based
algorithms, and facts about the concepts and transformers. Since transformers
manipulate the syntax of expressions, biform theories are difficult to formalize
in a traditional logic. One of the main goals of the MathScheme is to see if a
logic like Quqe

0 that implements the replete approach to syntax reasoning can
be used develop a library of biform theories.
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